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Executive Summary

Hueco Tanks State Park (& Historic Site) was authorized by HB 47 (55th 1st Called Session), in 1957. The
park was not brought into the Texas State Park system until ownership was transferred by El Paso
County to the State in 1969. The property has experienced a myriad of uses; from ranching to military
tactical maneuver area to proposed housing development to recreational "ghost town" park to County
Park to State Park. Protection of the natural and cultural resources is now stronger than in the last 100
plus years.

Concerns over resource protection have led to various management actions through the years. Under
TPWD management a two week closure occurred in 1992 to stop vandalism and begin the process
establishing a long range plan for natural and cultural resource management. However, by the late
1990's vandalism was again taking a strong toll on the resources. TPWD initiated a pilot Public Use Plan
in 1998 to restructure the recreational use and access to the park. This pilot was followed by the Public
Use Plan 2000 (PUP 2000) which defines the operations and public access to the park to this day. The
implementation of the PUP 2000 has dramatically reduced vandalism and degradation of the cultural
and natural resources in the park attributable to human use.

The planning effort undertaken in 2015, the Hueco Tanks Working Group, provided a forum and
opportunity for a multitude of parties with an interest in the park to share their concerns and make
recommendations regarding how the park is managed. The group was composed of representatives
from Native American tribes, recreational organizations, historical entities, independent school districts,
and governmental entities.

Fundamental to all who participated in the Working Group and individuals who spoke during the public
meetings was the preservation of a sense of place. A sense of place defined as "the set of place
meanings and place attachments held by an individual or a community; it encapsulates the human bond
to place" (Semken, 2012). Perhaps even more aptly from an anthropological perspective "Place
attachment is the symbolic relationship formed by people giving culturally shared emotional/affective
meanings to a particular space of piece of land that provides the basis for the individual's and group's
understanding of and relation to the environment.... Thus, place attachment is more than an emotional
and cognitive experience, and includes cultural beliefs and practices that link people to place." (Low,
1992) These attachments to the park, to the varous elements that collectively comprise the park, are
spoken of in terms of reverence by both Native Americans and recreationists; albeit perhaps for
different reasons. But to all, Hueco Tanks State Park & Historic Site is a special place.

Recommendations from the Group were sought in five topical categories, 1) Resource Management, 2)
Interpretation, 2) Education and Outreach, 4) Recreation and 5) Facilities. Primary recommendations
from the Group center on; 1) the protection of park resources through comprehensive inventories,
monitoring and rock imagery conservation efforts, 2) the evaluation of recreational impacts on the
resources and future conflict avoidance, 3) expand and strengthen the Guided Tour programs, 4)
increase involvement in the local community and marketing of the park, 5) re-evaluate the current
visitation limits, and 6) develop a modern Visitor Center.
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Early November 2014
The seeds of the Hueco Tanks Working Group project were planted through communications between
Texas Parks & Wildlife Department and the offices of State Senator Jose Rodriguez and State
Representative Mary Gonzalez.

21 November 2014
TPWD Core Team members assembled at Hueco Tanks SP & HS to begin project planning efforts for
establishment of the Working Group

3 December 2014
The first Core Team meeting was held in El Paso with representatives for TPWD and the offices of State
Senator Jose Rodriguez and State Representative Mary Gonzalez.

22 December 2014
The list of organizations and invitees for the Working Group is finalized. Letters of invitation were
transmitted to organizational representatives.

27 January 2015
The first Hueco Tanks Working Group (HTWG) meeting was held. This meeting, conducted by TPWD,
introduced the project to the newly assembled team and presented an overview of the operations and
resources of Hueco Tanks SP & HS. Brent Leisure, Texas State Parks Director, welcomed the Group and
introduced the project. Oscar Silva, Community Affairs & Media Relations for State Senator Jose
Rodriguez welcomed the Group on behalf of the Senator. Brief overviews were presented by 1) Wanda
Olszewski, Hueco Tanks SP & HS Superintendent, addressing the park operations and activities, 2) Tim
Roberts, State Parks Regional Cultural Resource Coordinator on the cultural setting and 3) Mark
Lockwood, State Parks Regional Natural Resource Coordinator on natural resources present at the park.
A total of forty-three individuals participated in this meeting.

19 February 2015
The second HTWG meeting was held. The topics for discussion were natural and cultural resources of
the park. Presentations were delivered by 1) Dr. Liz Walsh, Department of Biological Sciences, University
of Texas at El Paso on aquatic environments, 2) Tim Roberts on archeological components and rock
imagery and 3) Mark Lockwood on the flora, fauna and geology of the park. A total of thirty-eight
individuals participated in this meeting.

23 March 2015
The third HTWG meeting was held. This meeting was convened at the park for the purpose of ensuring
that all Group members could see and experience the park firsthand. A park tour was guided by Wanda
Olszewski, Park Superintendent. Topical narratives were contributed by Tim Roberts, discussing graffiti
removal at rock imagery sites and Ian Cappelle, Hueco Tanks Climbing Coalition President, describing
technical rock climbing and bouldering in Hueco Tanks. An accounting of HTWG members present was
not recorded.

23 March 2015
The first Public Open House meeting was held in the evening at the El Paso Community College
Administrative Services Center Auditorium. A brief introduction and overview of the park was
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presented by Chris Beckcom, State Parks Planning and Geospatial Resources Manager, to the assembly.
Following the presentation, public comment was received from all wishing to speak of their concerns,
issues, or satisfaction with the park. Written comments were also accepted. Approximately one hundred
individuals attended the meeting.

23 April 2015
The fourth HTWG meeting was held. Representatives from each participating Native American tribe
addressed the Working Group to present their perspective and thoughts regarding the park. Other
topics for discussion were interpretation, education, and outreach at the park. A presentation giving
insight to interpretation was given by Dana Younger, Manager of Exhibits, Planning and Regional
Interpretive Specialists and Sarah Lisle, Lead Interpretive Planner for State Parks. This presentation was
followed by a Strength, Weakness, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis on these topics. A total
of thirty-eight individuals participated in this meeting.

6 May 2015
TPWD (Mark Lockwood, Wanda Olszewski) traveled to Mescalero, New Mexico and consulted with the
Mescalero Apache Tribe to hear tribal concerns and interests regarding the park.

14 May 2015
TPWD (Mark Lockwood, Wanda Olszewski) conducted a conference call with Pueblo of Isleta

14 May 2015
TPWD (Mark Lockwood, Wanda Olszewski) meet with the Kalpulli Tlalteca in El Paso to hear tribal
concerns and interests regarding the park.

21 May 2015
The fifth HTWG meeting was held. Lunch was provided to the Group by the Texas Parks & Wildlife
Foundation. A presentation was given by Curt Shannon, Access Fund, regarding resource compatible
recreational use on public lands. Chris Beckcom, State Parks Planning and Geospatial Resources
Manager delivered a presentation outlining visitation numbers and patterns, recreational use guidelines
and existing facilities at the park. Strength, Weakness, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis on
Recreation and Park Facilities was facilitated by Mr. Beckcom and Mr. Lockwood. A total of twenty-six
individuals participated in this meeting.

2 June 2015
TPWD (Mark Lockwood) traveled to Lawton, Oklahoma to meet with the Comanche Nation to hear tribal
concerns and interests regarding the park.

15 June 2015
The second Public Open House meeting was conducted at the Region-19 Education Service Center. State
Representative Mary Gonzalez attended the meeting and thanked everyone for their participation in the
process and encouraged public comment. The presentation given by Mr. Beckcom reviewed 1) park
visitation, 2) public access and use, 3) park facilities and 4) draft recommendations derived from the
Working Group meetings for actions and modifications to the operations and facilities at Hueco Tanks SP
& HS. Following the presentation, public comment was received from all wishing to share their concerns,
issues, or satisfaction with the park. Written comments were also accepted. Approximately eighty
individuals attended the meeting.
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16 June 2015
The sixth and final HTWG meeting was held. Mr. Lockwood and Mr. Beckcom facilitated a review and
augmentation session for the draft recommendations. State Senator Jose Rodriguez attended the
meeting and made a short address to the Group expressing his thanks for the hard work that the
members have put into the project. A total of thirty individuals participated in this meeting.

21 July 2015
The draft Hueco Tanks Working Group Report was distributed to the Working Group for review.
Document distributed to the greater Working Group for review and comment.

20 August 2015
Hueco Tanks Working Group Report is finalized and delivered to the Director of Texas State Parks. Digital
copies are made available to the members of the Working Group.
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Hueco Tanks "" i Group Recommendations

The following recommendations are a distillation of the concentrated work of the Working Group and
comments shared via public input.

* Resource Management

o Evaluate recreational conflicts with resource conservation

Establish guidelines & standards for resource-recreation compatibility

Examine established rock climbing/bouldering routes at Hueco Tanks for

cultural resource conflicts

Develop and implement formal review process for all new climbing/bouldering

areas at Hueco Tanks

o Develop and implement a formal cultural resource monitoring plan for Hueco Tanks

o Pursue a new ethnographic study of Native American communities that are culturally

affiliated or potentially affiliated with Hueco Tanks

o Continue treatment of graffiti

o Develop comprehensive natural and cultural resource inventories

Build on previous studies/surveys

Utilize advanced digital imagery technologies (DStretch) for cultural resource

investigations

o Continue & increase natural resource monitoring

" Establish long-term monitoring of vegetation communities using established

scientific protocols

* Continue monitoring of plant species of conservation concern,

particularly Colubrina stricta

" Continue and potentially increase monitoring of faunal communities

o Continue erosion control efforts and coordinate with neighboring landowners on work

in drainages that are shared

o Identify/establish long term funding stream for resource management activities and

studies

o Establish and publish schedules for implementation of efforts to create accountability
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* Interpretation

o Continue & expand Programs/Special Events

" Programs that connect to diverse ethnic groups

Events partnering with climbers to actively involve youth

o Expand Guided Tour offerings

" Adopt daily/monthly interpretive/programmatic themes

Expand offerings on Interpretive/Educational Tours

Implement tours that focus on cultural importance of the site

Provide/require continuing education for guides

Certified Interpretive Guide training for all TPWD staff at park

Provide/require specialized guide training in natural resources, rock imagery,

birding, history, etc.

" Recruit teachers as guides

o Include sense of place aspect/focus.

o Provide more in-depth literature & increase locations of availability

o Continue and further develop partnerships with Native Americans

o Recruit Native Americans to provide interpretive insight and guide services

o Have more Interpreters on-site

" Education/Outreach

o Continue guided tours

o Provide information addressing cultural significance of the park

o Strengthen & expand ISD and University partnerships, institute formal agreements

o Expand involvement w/ local community, e.g., youth groups, local events, military

Publicize volunteer/community service opportunities (to include ISD students)

o Expand/improve publicizing of the park

- Increase non-web based communication & information

Collaborate with Destination El Paso to expand and redirect the marketing
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* Recreation

o No consensus emerged for recommendations regarding permitted visitation levels at

the park.

" Maintain visitation at current PUP 2000 levels. (First competing
recommendation from the Working Group and public comment)

Increase visitation limits. (Second competing recommendation from the

Working Group and public comment)

" Expanded operational hours

" Increase North Mountain visitor limit

" Accommodations for families & children

" Differentiate technical climbing groups from North Mountain capacity

constraints

" Differentiate Large Sponsored Groups from North Mountain capacity

constraints

o Native American counsel in recreational management

o Provide short duration camps (Summer Camps) with focus on specific themes/topics

* Facilities

o Develop a Visitor Center to support interpretation, programming for visitors, and park

operations

o New interpretive exhibits developed in collaboration with Native Americans

o Modernize facilities to meet current Accessibility Standards

o Add/enhance Group facilities

o Re-evaluate the use/adaptive use of abandoned picnic sites

o Trail System

Finish "official" trail construction

Trail tread

Erosion projects

Abandoned/social trail remediation

Better trail signage

o Expand park acreage
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Hueco Tanks Working Group Meeting - January 27, 2015

The inaugural meeting of the Working Group was held in the afternoon of January 27, 2015 at the El
Paso Water Utilities TecH2O Center. The proposed planning effort was introduced by Brent Leisure,
Texas State Parks Director, and Chris Beckcom, Park Planner. Information packets containing the Public
Use Plan 2000, a park map, an in-depth park history, the project definition, and the meeting's agenda
were distributed to each participant. During the course of the meeting three separate presentations
were given to establish a base level of knowledge in the Group concerning the park. TPWD staff made
overview presentations of the natural resources, cultural resources and management of the park,
delivered by Mark Lockwood, Tim Roberts and Wanda Olszewski respectively. A question and answer
period concluded the meeting.
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1=XA Hueco Tanks Working Group
27 January 2015

Life's better outside.

Meeting Agenda

1:30-2:00
Welcome - Chris Beckcom

Introductions
Description of Working Group composition

Welcome - Oscar Silva - Office of Senator Jose Rodriguez

Project Overview - Chris Beckcom

2:00-2:15
Working Group Charge - Brent Leisure, Director-Texas State Parks

2:15-2:45
Administrative - Chris Beckcom

Project Schedule - Discussion - Meeting times, days, dates
Project Methodologies - Process
Project Report - Recommendations for resource management, operation, activities, facilities

2:45-3:00
Break

3:00-4:00
Introduction to Hueco Tanks SP & HS - Foundational Knowledge

Natural Resources Overview - Mark Lockwood
Cultural Resources Overview - Tim Roberts
Management Overview - Wanda Olszewski

4:00-4:15
Closure - Chris Beckcom
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The vegetation communities dominated by grasses are represented by sideoats
and black gramas.
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Cultural Resource Presentation
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Stewardship measures: annual orientation,
accompaniment by guide
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Fees

E ntrance:

$7 /adult

Children 12 & under free\

Tours/Special Programs: Annual Passes

$2 /person;5 & up Senior & Veteran

Campsites: Passes

$12 or $16

Entrance fee waiver available for school groupsJor

special use by affiliated groups.
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0 3rd weekend in

October
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Note Organization
u

r

Name

Access Fund
American Alpine Club

- Chihuahuan Desert Education Coalition

Climbers of Hueco Tanks Coalition
Climbers of Hueco Tanks Coalition
Clint ISD
Comanche Nation
District 29 Heritage Tourism Advisory Committee
El Paso County
El Paso County Historical Commisson
El Paso County Historical Commission
El Paso ISD
Fabens ISD

- Ft. Bliss Environment Division

Ft. BlissOutdoor Recreation
Kaipulli Tlalteca
Mescalero Apache Tribe
Mescalero Apache Tribe

? National Park Service-Chamizal National Memorial
- Native American Rights Fund
? No Organizational Affiliation

Office of Congressman Beto O'Rourke
Office of Congressman Beto O'Rourke
Office of Representative Mary Gonzalez
Office of Senator Jose Rodriguez
Serna Ranch Youth Leadersdip Program

Serna Ranch Youth Leadership Program
? Southwest Expeditions

Texas Historical Commission
Texas Historical Commission
Texas Parks& Wildlife Department
Texas Parks& Wildlife Department
Texas Parks& Wildlife Department
Texas Parks& Wildlife Department
Texas Parks& Wildlife Department
Visit El Paso

? Volunteersof El Paso Museum ofArcheology
- Wagon Wheel Co-Opt

Wagon Wheel Co-Opt
Wagon Wheel Co-Opt
Ysleta del Sur Pueblo
Ysleta del Sur Pueblo
YsIeta del Sur Pueblo
Ysleta del Sur Pueblo
Ysleta del Sur Pueblo
Ysleta del Sur Pueblo
Ysleta ISD

Curt Shannon
Samantha Dominguez
Rick LoBello

Ian Cappelle
Ty Foose

Unknown, other than present
Jimmy Arterberry
Alex Mares
Jorge Morales
Bernie Sargent
Rod Linkous
Cynthia Ontiveros
Dr. Sam Hogue
Belinda Mollard
Albert Alvarez
Bea Villegas(llhui catiahuili)
Ingrid Gardner
Arden Comanche
Fe rnando "Gu s Sanchez
K Jerome Gottschalk (Kim)
Elia Perez
Ivan Mejorado
Davin Combs
Arlina Palacios
Oscar Silva
Cesar Serna
Rudy Avila
David Crider
David Camarena
Skip Clark
Chris Beckcom
Mark Lockwood
Tim Roberts
Wanda Osze wski
Brent Leisure
Veronica Castro
Marilyn Guida
Melissa Strong
Adam Strong
Andy Klier
Bernie Gonzales
Javier Loera
Christopher Gomez
Rafael Gomez, Jr.
Adam Nevarez
Rudy Cruz
George Padilla

Email

curt@accessfund.org
sndorninguez@icloud.com
lobellorlfelpasotexasgov

ian. cappelle uni ail. com
tyfoose@gRmail.com

historicpre servationficonanche nation.comn
weluvnm @yahoo.com
jormor ale sP epcounty.com
countyhistorv@4hclobalne I
rlinkus@Iatt.net
ccontive tepi sd.org
shogue lfabensisc.net
belinda.c.mollard.civmail mil

albert.alvarezCsessionsclinibing.comn
bville3@epcc.edu
1Cp[ X0.1e soul (QS@EmaiIcOm

Street Address

P.O. Box 17010
2917 Gaston
P.O. Box 9121
3800 North Mesa, Ste. C-1
71% Woodrow Road

#6 SW'D' Avenue, Ste. C
12624 Tierra Cuervo
800 East Overland, Ste. 407
326 Rodcwood Road

6531 Boeing Drive
P.O. Box 697
DPW-Environment Division
20732 Constitution Avenue
13721 La Von Avenue
P.O. Box 227
P.O. Box 227
800 South San Marcial Street

3006 Nashville Avenue
303 North Oregon Street, Ste. 210
304 North Oregon Street, Ste. 210
11200 Santos Sanchez, Bdg A
100 North Ochoa Street, Ste A
10536 Santa Paula

P.O. Box 359
P.O. Box 12276

4200 Smith School Road
P.O. Box 1079
P.O. Box 1079
6900 Hue co Tanks Road #1
4200 Smith School Road
One Civic Center Plaza
3714 Moonlight
3813 Dollar Lake Drive
3813 Dollar Lake Drive
6701 Steeplerock Ridge Road
119 South Old Pueblo Road
119 South Old Pueblo Road
119 South Old Pueblo Road
9328 Juanchido Lane

9600 Sims Drive

City/State
Boulder, CO 80308
El Pa so, TX 79935
El Paso, TX 79995
El Paso, TX 79902
El Paso, TX 79938

Lawton, OK 73502
El Paso, TX 79938
El Paso, TX 79901
El Paso, TX 79932

El Paso, TX 79925
Fabens, TX 79838
Fort Bliss, TX 79916
Ft. Bliss, TX 79916
El Paso, TX 79938
Mescalero, NM 88340
Mescalero, NM 88340
El Paso, TX 79905

El Paso, TX 79930
El Paso, TX 79901
El Paso, TX 79901
Socorro, TX 79927
El Paso, TX 79901
El Paso, TX

Me silla, NM 88046
Au stin, TX 78711

Austin, TX 78744
Fort Davis, TX 79734
Fort Davis, TX 79734
El Paso, TX 79938
Austin, TX 78744
El Paso, TX 79901
El Paso, TX 79904
Estes Park, CO 80517
Estes Park, CO 80517
El Paso, TX 79938
El Paso, TX 79907

El Paso, TX 79907
El Paso, TX 79907
El Paso, TX 79907

El Paso, TX 79925

david@swexpeditions.com
david. camarena@thc. state.tx. s
missiontrail56 Pvahoa com
christopher.beckcom @tpwd. te d
mark.lockwood@tpwd.texasgo.
tim. robertsjtpwd.texasgov
wanda.ol szewskitowd. texa
bre nt.l eisure@ltpwd.texas.gov
vcastrofidestinationelpa so. c..
mri52rnuseel.r r.com
melissai strong Pgmail.com

andvswagonwheelcoort. com
bgonzale suydsp-nsn.gov
Uoeracvdsp-ns.gov
come zftvdsp-nsn.eov
redpueblo@hotmail.com
anevarez @vsdp-nsn.gov

(915) 253-3939 goadilla@visd.net

Telephone

t480) 382-1445
(915) 222-5297
(915) 217-4233
(505) 263-8989
(915) 491-6893

(580) 595-9618
(915) 539-8539

(915) 546-2015
(915) 581-7920
(915) 261-3163
(915) 230-2324
(915) 222-1456
(915) 568-8420
(915) 433-9666
(915) 494-8035
(575) 464-3005

(915) 532-7273

* Participatedvia telephone
? Uninvited Participants
- Contacted TPWD, unable to attend first meeting

ie ronim o Cinarf.orp

(915) 920-8929 eperez330Comail. comt

ivan.meioradoC4nail.hou se.gov
davin.combs@mail.house.gov

(915) 790-2299 arlina.palaci oslwhou se. state.tx.u s
(915) 351-3500 oscar. silva @senate. state.tx.us
(915) 526-6318 alfaco stombuilder s~akijno.con

(575) 993-1158
(512) 463-6252
(915) 539-0766
(512) 389-4661
(432) 426-3533
(432)426-3533
(915) 857-U135
(512) 389-4866
(915) 534-0693
(915) 755-0996
(970) 227-3321
(970) 227-3321
(512) 484-1678
(915) 859-7913
(915) 859-7913
(915) 859-8053
(915) 491-6259
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The second HTWG meeting is held. The topics for discussion were natural and cultural resources of the
park. Presentations were delivered by 1) Dr. Liz Walsh, Department of Biological Sciences, University of
Texas at El Paso on aquatic environments, 2) Tim Roberts on archeological components and rock
imagery and 3) Mark Lockwood on the flora, fauna and geology of the park. A total of thirty-eight
individuals participated in this meeting

The central topics of the second HTWG meeting are the management of natural and cultural resources
found in the park. The first presentation is delivered by Elizabeth Walsh, PhD., Department of Biological
Sciences, University of Texas at El Paso. Her presentation addresses the on-going aquatic environment
research that she and her students have been conducting at the park. The focus of her research is
primarily microscopic aquatic organisms found in the namesake huecos distributed throughout the park.

The second presentation of the day is conducted by Tim Roberts addressing the cultural resource
accomplishments since 2000 in the park. A principle focus of the presentation is on the removal of
graffiti that vandals had marked on the rock surfaces in the park that also host Native American rock
imagery.

Natural resource management was the last topic addressed. Mark Lockwood recapped the flora & fauna
and Nick Havlik, State Parks Region 1 Natural Resources Specialist, discussed an erosion control project
finishing up in the park.
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PARS & Hueco Tanks Working Group
WILDLIFE

19 February 2015

Life's better outside?

Meeting Agenda

1:30-1:50
Welcome - Chris Beckcom

Introduction and Schedule - Chris Beckcom

1:50-2:15
Aquatic Environments @ Hueco Tanks SP & HS

- Dr. Liz Walsh, Department of Biological Sciences, University of Texas at El Paso

2:15-2:50
Natural Resources Management & Monitoring - Mark Lockwood

2:50-3:00
Break

3:00-3:45
Cultural Resources Management & Monitoring - Tim Roberts

3:45-4:00
Closure - Chris Beckcom
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Meeting Notes 102/19/15

Next meeting 1:30 Monday March 23rd at American Alpine Club with walk of the park; open public
meeting that night 7pm.

Natural Resource Management Presentation:
In response to erosion control project underway at Hueco Tanks SP&HS

" Rod Linkus - Are you working on manmade erosion or natural erosion?
" Have you talked to the local boy scouts about them coming out and helping you do this project

under your control still?
" Alex Mares - On the work that has most recently been done, has there been communication to

community or surrounding areas about it? About the possibility of water leaving the park
affecting the surrounding areas and or outside water coming into the park? In the 1970's water
has been diverted has it been looked at since by TPWD?

* Rene Lopez - Tigua own property outside of the park and fences are ruined from all the water
when it rains hard. The problem area is where TPWD drainage is from the park and is willing to
work with TPWD and funding to fix the problem half them and half TPWD.

" Dr. Liz Walsh - Has TPWD looked into any new vegetation to help with the erosion going on at
the park?

" Alex Mares to Nick Havlik - Have you seen any new or recent markings off of the guided trails
that could make the soil be compacted?

* lan Cappelle - He has worked closely with the park to better control any areas that may have
more of an impact from the soil be compacted and the park has responded well in making sure
to correct this and he has seen the areas improved.

Potential for educational partnership between El Paso area ISDs and TPWD:
* Sam Hogue - Is there a plan or partnership developed to let students help who have an interest

or volunteers?
* George Padilla - Agrees with putting in place a partnership so that students can do field trips

and agrees with volunteering as his high school students have to complete 80hrs of volunteer
work. He is looking to formalize a partnership at the district level so this can be available to all
schools and teachers in their district.

" Alex Mares - He and his wife have offered the curriculum to help and to have students out at
the Texas State parks like they help and do for New Mexico State Parks and still offer now.

Miscellaneous potential impact to park
* Dr. Liz Walsh - Last time she visited the park there was what sounded to be like shooting like

maybe on a shooting range or something very loud and booming with a vibrating motion, could
this be or does TPWD know if this is affecting the wildlife and has anyone looked into it? Possibly
noise from the surrounding forts or anything?

* Rep from Fort Bliss - Anything new we do on base they have to go through proper federal
process and correct process to inform the public and those involved in what they are doing. As
of right now she doesn't know of anything creating that loud noise or vibrating motion.

* Alex Mares - When he was working at park if there was anything loud or what they felt was
harmful to the park or to the public all they had to do was contact the fort's air traffic control
system and stop the helicopters from flying over or to stop the unnecessary loud booming
noises.

Rock Imagery Graffiti Removal Presentation:
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" Rod Linkus - What is the criteria of what graffiti is to be removed and what to leave?
" Sam Hogue - Is there still recent graffiti being found at the park?
" Alex Mares - What is TPWD's definition of unique, of unacceptable, and of graffiti? (In reference

to comments made the Executive Director referring to resources in an edition of Tracks & Trails
and how that applied to graffiti). Claire Dean's paper/study states how climbing chalk and the
mixture of body chemicals on the rock create what she called graffiti on the rocks. To the PPO-
can't you be cited or even arrested for defacing the rock property with climbing chalk? For the
cleanup part, what is used? Is there scrubbing on the rocks? Is there foot patrol watching and
monitoring the cleanup making sure no abrasive scrubbing is involved?

" Alex Mares and few other members (back and forth) - Alex brought up about new drilling hole
on a rock. Pipe had broken and it got re-drilled for the pipe only to break again. Come to find out
he was talking about this drilling happening before the restrictions were put into place, but says
it was drilled again.

" Wanda Olszewski - law enforcement did refill the hole but the manager at the time had it un-
filled due to them believing what was used to fill it was potentially harmful to park guests. There
have been no signs of new drilling to her knowledge.

" Alex Mares - Where is the documentation showing all of this being done? If TPWD understand
this is sacred and is protecting what they are, then why are there still people climbing on it and
why are there new chalk marks. It's the whole area that is sacred and meaningful, not just part
of it.

" Javier Loera - All of Hueco Tanks is sacred to us, the animals the rocks and the grounds.

General discussion about project review and monitoring of impact with state parks:

" Alex Mares - All of the information needs to be scientific not just thoughts or assumptions. He
brings witnesses and multiple sources of documentation to represent what he says. If TPWD
protects the area like they say they do, where is the documentation? He recently went to Hueco
tanks and was handed a booklet talking about all new boulder to climb, where are they?

" Rep from Fort Bliss - Does TPWD have any sort of procedures in place to survey any new areas
that are opening before they are open to the public?

" Mary Shannon - Every site and park is unique, is it possible to create a resource check for the
rock art and or for the sites?

" Sam Hogue - Requested to see on our walk of the park next meeting where these new drilling
marks are and where the new chalk marks are that are being mentioned.

" Rudy C. - Native Americans are ones to protect traditions family and their tribe no matter what.
Hueco Tanks is spiritual to them, historic and when people are there scaling the walls with
materials that are not natural, they are ruining their church and things that matter to them. How
would other people like it if the Native Americans scaled from the roofs of someone else's
church?
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Aquatics Environments Presentation
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Larger temporary ponds
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Other Phlya:

Tardigrada

Bryozoa

Platyhelminthes

Cnidaria

Rotifera

Rotife r Rotifers
A

reproduce asexually and sexually

widely dispersed

rapid ratesof reproduction

Form resting stages

importance in freshwater food webs
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Rotifer Life Cycle:Q)
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Sexual reproduction and diapause
of the rotifer Hexarthra

in short-lived ponds of the Chihuahuan Desert

(Hueco Tanks Historic Site, Texas)

Schroder et aL 2000. Freshwater Biology 52:1033-1042.

Phenology of Hexarthra in seven Huecos
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Juvenile period

12.
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2.12

mean and
95% confidence innterval

-0- Hexarthra sp.
-0- A. brightwel/i(Snell & King 1977)

0 R. frontalks (Schroder 1999)
-0- E. brachionus (Pourriot & Rougier 1999)
-0---E senta(Schroderunpubl.)
-0- K. coch/earts (Walz 1983)
-0-P. patulus (Sarma & Rao 1991)
-0-B. angularis (Walt 1987)
-0-B. calycfforus (Halbach 1970)

0--B. dimidatus (Pourriot & Rougier 1975)
B. rubens (Pilarska 1972)

0+
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temperature ( 5C)

Schrder et al. 2006

Morphology: Diapausing eggs and trophi

Epiphanes senta - a cosmopolitan
rotifer species?

reported from all continents
except Africa and Antarctica

- occurs in temporary &
permanent habitats:

- eutrophic ponds and lakes
- sewage ponds
- rivers
- temporary desert ponds
- floodplains

Epiphanes senta

Egg guarding behavior of males

floodplains (Gormony)
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Male choice between different
types of eggs 020
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males choose to attach
to eggs with female
embryos that will hatch
within a few hours

8 mean of 5 replicates +1- 1s.e.
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time (h)

-w- subitaneous eggs (young female embryos)
-a--subitaneous eggs (old female embryos)

- subitaneous eggs (male embryos)
-v--resting eggs

ANOVA (p < 0.0001, F316 = 351.56)

Egg guarding of Texan and German males

choice experiments:

- Texan males do not
differentiate between
eggs of their own and
the German population
(t-test:
t = 0.14; p = 0.706; df = 38)

* German males only
attend eggs of their
own population
(t-test:
t = 143.9; p <0.0001; df = 38)
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How do animals reach
water sources and
successfully colonize
them?

Zoochory, hydrochory,
anemochory
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by wind: Anemochory
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Particle size distribution of El Paso dust samples. Most particles are approximately 100 um,
demonstrating that these dust events could transport diapausing eggs of rotifers and crustaceans
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Examples of organisms hatching
from dust
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Cultural Resource Accomplishments Presentation
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Ongoing graffiti treatment projects by conservators,
including projects in 2001, 2002, 2004, 2006, and 2008.
With the exception of the 2008 project, these projects
focused on treatment or re-treatment of graffiti placed on
the rocks prior to 2000. The 2008 project focused on the
removal of what was then recent black marker graffiti.

Between 2009 and 2012, portable lasers and non-invasive
technologies were utilized by conservators to test and
treat/remove graffiti that had been placed on top of
pictographs prior to 2000.

Systematic Multi-Phase Laser Treatment
Project of Graffiti on Pictographs

Use of backpack laser in 2009 to clean graffiti
that was not on rock imagery; testing effectiveness of laser
on the igneous rock of Hueco Tanks.

Sampling/testing of graffiti paint not directly on
pictographs, and in-situ non-destructive testing of
pictograph paints in 2010; information used to create
surrogate samples of 'graffiti over pictographs' and to
calibrate lasers.

Use of portable lasers in 2011 to remove/reduce
graffiti that is painted over pictographs

Use of backpack laser in 2009 to clean graffiti that was
not on rock imagery; testing effectiveness of laser on

the igneous rock of Hueco Tanks.
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Samplingitesting of graffiti paint not directly on
pictographs, and in-situ non-destructive testing of

pictograph paints in 2010; information used to create
surrogate samples of 'graffiti over pictographs' and to

calibrate lasers.
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.ra

Sy! FluOreISCenlCG FdaIdograpy X Measures emission
of characteristic 'secondary' x-rays from a material that has
been bombarded w/ high energy x-rays.

Fr p r pIdentifies by
measuring absorption of different frequencies of light: similar,
but complementary, to Raman.
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-
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Li,

0+

U,

Laboratory Analysis of Graffiti Paint

Identifies materials by measuring absorption of different
frequencies of light.

UY Y

Sample is heated to decomposition to produce
smaller molecules that are separated by gas chromatography
and identified using mass spectometry.

aL i%, 1 i
z7-, + - - t rr_ Identifies based on the emission

of characteristic 'secondary' (or fluorescent) x-rays from a
material that has been excited by bombarding w/ high energy
x-rays or gamma rays.

Light impinges on molecule,
Resulting patterning provides elementalexciting molecule.

'fingerprint'.

"5MW

Raman set-up

Low ambient light
requirement

Measurements after
dusk
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Yellow: Goethite, gypsum
White: Gypsum, feldspar, possible carbonate

Red: Goethite, iron-containing pigment (possibly
hematite), gypsum, feldspar, quartz
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Use of portable lasers in 201112012 to treat graffiti that
is painted over pictographs
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Meeting Participation

Present Organization T9o0sToX First Name Last Namej strwetAddrMeo C soot, Zip C e.po Era"

Access Fund Rep Curt Shannon o Bet o17010 Cou ier cc e8 3 14801321 "514s5 co s orW

American Alpine Club Rep - 9xm a D g 2917Gaon U PTo X 799s 915)222-5297 4 nd oi

Chihuahuan Desert Education Coalition Rep Rick LoBetlo 10 Box9121 FP]o TX 7999s M(S)r217A23x

Climbers of Hueco Tanks Coalition Rep. lan Cappelle "WNof MIesMa,Se C-1 ElPo N* TX "M2 4ss) 263~89 w Rsa e X

Climbers of Hueco Tanks Coalition ARt Ty Foose 71% WodrowAoad E PaO w T 9XXX 3 s915)491-6X9 3 5oe9Ae

Clint ISD Contact Noemi Oropeza 14S71Xomon 8W E EPso TX 7992S 195)9264002 T7TOsf7

Comanche Nation - CJ-)J*S 1 3Avuep Jimmy Arterberry t sw We e C TawOn X 79502 (Sao) W-MXO sA 40itOTAPAPIO
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The monthly meeting was convened at Hueco Tanks SP & HS. The topic and presentations for this
meeting were a site tour. Park Superintendent Wanda Olszewski led the Group tour starting at the
Escontrias Interpretive Center then along the trails coursing through the Day Use area fronting the north
and west sides of North Mountain. At various locations of interest the tour stopped for discussion about
what was before them; picnic sites, Warm-Up boulder, The Front Side (the main face of North mountain
where technical climbing occurs), Mushroom Boulder and ending at a collection of boulders where
extensive graffiti treatment has occurred utilizing portable lasers. Separate discourses on graffiti
removal, and climbing/bouldering were presented by Tim Roberts and Ian Chappelle (President, Hueco
Tanks Climbers Coalition) respectively. Spirituality and the religious significance of Hueco Tanks to
Native Americans were presented to the Group by Rudy Cruz, Ysleta del Sur (Tigua) War Captain and
Dewey sonetokoy, Sr., The Kiowa Ethnographic Endeavor for Preservation. The Group entertained a
significant amount of discussion regarding the sense of place possessed by Native Americans and
recreational groups for Hueco.

Group listening to description of picnic sites.

Group listening to description of climbing activities at the park.
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[Hueco Tanks Working Group Meeting - April 23, 2015

The format of the Working Group meetings was changed beginning in the April meeting. The first
meetings were approached as a question & answer format around the topic. Beginning in this meeting a
much more structured Strength, Weakness, Opportunity and Threat (SWOT) analysis methodology was
used. The Group was seated in table groupings of up to eight individuals. Individuals were free to sit
wherever they preferred. Following the topical presentations each table was tasked to collaborate
amongst themselves and derive Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats to the park's
resources being addressed in that meeting. Each group then shared their ideas with the greater group.
These comments were recorded for all to see.

Native American interests, Interpretation, Education and Outreach were the key topics of this meeting.
Each participating tribe made a presentation expressing their connection, perspective, and concerns
regarding the park; the Comanche Nation, Mescalero Apache, Kalpulli Tlalteca, and Tigua.
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TEXAS,
Hueco Tanks Working GroupE 23 April 2015 - Tech H20 Center

Life's better outside.*

Meeting Agenda

1:30-1:45
Welcome - Chris Beckcom

Introduction and Schedule - Chris Beckcom

1:45-2:50
Native American Interests (presentation order is flexible)

- Ingrid Gardner, Mescalero Apache Tribe
- Jimmy Arterberry, Comanche Nation

- Christopher Gomez, Lt. Governor, Ysleta del Sur Pueblo

- Beatriz Villegas, Kalpulli Talteca

2:50-3:00
Break

3:00-4:35
TPWD Interpretive Services Presentation - The Power of Interpretation & How it Works

- Dana Younger & Sarah Lisle

Interpretive Exercise - Defining interpretive assets of Hueco Tanks
- Dana Younger & Sarah Lisle

Outreach, Education, Interpretive SWOT Analysis
- Chris Beckcom, Dana Younger, Sarah Lisle

4:35-4:45 (must exit building before 5:00 pm)

Closure - Chris Beckcom
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* Tentative next meetings May 19h then June 16th. Possible meetings) with tribes beginning of

May

Ingrid Gardner- agrees with previous speaker Elia Perez to take into consideration of speaking with the

different tribes by themselves and not in an open public setting like all the meetings have been. There
are things they cannot say in front of everyone in regards to their religion and ceremonies.

Mark Lockwood- suggests doing meeting(s) in May with the Native Americans from nation and federal

tribes to hear what they have to say.

Alex Mares- agrees with Mark's idea and thinks it will make TPWD look even better in all this.

Jimmy Arterberry - Comanche Nation (dialed in speaker) -Hueco Tanks is a witness to Comanche

history. Their intent is to be an equal partner and share information/thoughts. You can't talk about

Texas history without mentioning them in it. The Comanche would like to have ethnographic study
completed to supply facts and information before making any recommendations. Hueco Tanks State
Park is still active to their history and he is not aware of any kind of invite to see the resources that apply

to the history. He has only seen 4 references to Comanche in all the documentation that he has seen.
They want to make recommendations through survey and have them there to see and interpret what is

been seen/found. In public format they can't always talk about everything. They want to speak for

themselves and feel like they have a voice.

Ingrid Gardner - Mescalero Apache - there is not enough of a cultural assessment to identify certain

markings when she is at Hueco and is looking at the guides. Suggests having archeologists study certain

areas to study what was there and then to have valid reports/documents to help with their decisions

and thoughts. Need to have more Native American archeologists in the field to help give another side to
what they find and see. At Carlsbad Caverns they have a lot of areas blocked off, whereas at Hueco

climbers and the public have lots of open access. Suggest they should have limited areas because park
hasn't been fully studied. Tribe(s) should request reports to see studies that have been done and the

park should better assess to improve and protect the areas.

Bea Villegas - Kalpulli Tlalteca - they are not here to try and tell us about their religion they are here to

tell us about the facts at Hueco Tanks

Pete Duarte - Kalpulli Tlalteca - they used to be able to do ceremonies at Hueco with no dues and no
park hosts guiding or watching them. Their community needs a place to do ceremonies; they can still

feel the spirits at Hueco and want the access back.

Javier Loera - Ysleta Del Sur Pueblo - Our history is oral, not in books. Has nothing against people at

Hueco; park visitors need to respect it. Respect ancestors, bones, and spirits that they still feel there.

RESPECT.

Rafael Gomez - Ysleta Del Sur Pueblo - slide show - about the history of the Tigua at Hueco. Showed

quotes from Pablo Silvas and Pablo Carbajal about their memories at Hueco. This is information they still
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share with their kids today. There are Tigua names still in the Hueco Caves from the 1800's and up.
Showed articles from papers saying they used the park, members of the tribe helped build the fences at
the park. The Tigua have a history of working with the park as employees. Parks 1st responsibility should
be to protect and preserve the rock imagery, the natural vegetation and the wildlife. Religious beliefs
should be respected and honored when they enter the park. They will hold state and park to these
responsibilities.

From Dana and Sarah's presentation- Speaker suggested to have a diverse Native American advisory
community.

-VF rVtar Educan &- utreah W T A. -l iR t-

Interpretive Elements of Hueco Tanks
Tangibles

Creosote
Flora & Fauna
Huecos
Rock Art
Rock Formations
Water

Universals

Intangibles
r t -

4 Elements
Ancestor
Ancient
Beauty
Connection to
seasons
Diversity
Freedom
Hearty
History
Home
Identities
Life-People &
Plants
Medicinal
Memories

Peace
Pervasive
Prayers
Relationship
Sanctuary
Serenity
Smell
Spirituality
Stories
Subjective Interpretation
Symbolism
Traditions
Water

Spirit
Spirituality
Family Traditions
History -Oral & Written
Ancestry - Lineage
Ritual
Ceremony
Recreation
Relationship to Nature
Life

Connection
Beauty
Life
Peace
Re-creation
Heritage
Habitation/Home
Survival
Health
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Interpretation
Strengths

Brochures/Literature
Full time interpreter
Graffiti removal
Signage
Special Events/Programs
Ted Pick
The Rock Art!
Volunteer Guide Program

Opportunities

Bringing diverse groups together
Master Naturalist program
More inclusiveness & better interpretation
More spiritual focus
More University involvement
Native American run programming/partnerships
Native American run tours
New Visitor Center
Ongoing Native American Advisory Committee
Private/Corporate partnerships

Weaknesses

Damage to rock art
Include spiritual aspect in literature
Lack of privacy
More ethnographic study
More in-depth/better literature
More live interpreters
More qualified training & evaluation
Need more signs
Need Native American representation, more
diversity

Threats

Access to rock art (public access)
Lack of funding
Limited diversity
More marketing/lack of visibility
Urban sprawl
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Education
Strengths

Existing Outreach Program
Gide training
Guided Tours
Interpretive Fair
Junior Ranger Program
Nature/Quality of the resources
Ted Pick
Video

1-
Weaknesses

Better facilities (Interpretive Center, signage)
Cash
Close physical boundaries
Distance of site from schools
Lack of Native American interpreters &
volunteers
Limited access for ceremonial purposes
More Spiritual information
Need better training & more often
Need more interpreters, including one in town
Need more Tribal history
Staff
Video needs updating

Opportunities Threats

Acquire more land Lack of respect for the resource
Emphasize spiritual aspect of perk Lack of volunteers & funding
Partnership/community building Need better outreach to schools
Reconnect with tribes No training access for Native Americans
Use the ranch house as exhibit to that aspect of Resource destruction - uneducated visitors
the park's history Under informed and disrespectful to visitors

Urbanization
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Outreach
Strengths Weakness

Junior Ranger Program Don't know how to access the park and
School Partnerships resources
Ted Pick - Park Interpreter Funds

Lack of education on services the park provides
Lack of legislative interest
Lack of volunteers/staff
More Field trips
More interpreters needed in outreach

Opportunities Threats

Attend flea markets/community events Lack of education outreach information to
Brochures at more locations educators
City/County Commission involvement/meetings Lack of Funding
Commercial guides Lack of information/communication that's not
Connect with local military web based
Digital Wall (Hardware) Lack of native guides/diversity commercially
Historical societies Lack of non-recreational concessions
Local events Lack of political concern
Partner with Historical Society Lack of Staff/volunteers
School groups to parks
Social Media
Teacher Internships
University/College partnerships
Using media outreach
Youth Groups
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Hueco Tanks Working Group
Interpretation and Outreach

Our Goals

" Why We're Here

" Introduce Interpretive Services

- Define Interpretation

- Determine Interpretive Assets

- Look Ahead

s

Interpretive Services Branch

- Education and Outreach

" Regional Interpretive Specialists

" State Parks Website

- Exhibits Production

What is interpretation anyway?
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An educational activity which aims to reveal meanings
and relationships through the use of original objects,

by firsthand experience, and by illustrative media,
rather than simply to communicate factual

information.

Freeman Tilden, Founding Father of Interpretation

S

Natural and cultural resources "'have powerful
stories to tell, but they cannot speak for
themselves. They do not communicate in a
language that most of us are trained to
understand."

20
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INTERPRETATION

Why does interpretation matter?

- People need help seeing things and finding
meaning.

- Aimed at provoking audience to think

- Not instruction in the academic sense, but

provocation

S
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How do we do it?

Live Interpretation

.00

What are we doing now at Hueco Tanks?

Object Exercise

How do we do it?
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What is tangible about this object?

Tangibles refer to the physical elements of your site. Things that are tangible
have qualities that you can see, touch, taste, smell, and hear.

S

What is intangible about this object?

In tangibles are the unseen ideas an d/or meanings inherent in tangible
resources. Intangible meanings are abstract and include feelings, relationships,
ideas, values, and beliefs.

I

Universals

Universal concepts are intargible reso urces which everyone can relate to.

Universals provide the most meaning and rel evance to the most people.

Not all peo ple will agree o n the meaning of or share the same perspective on a
universal concept, but mo st people will relate to the concept in some way.

INTERPRETATION

Tangibles, intangibles, and universal
concepts form the basic building blocks for
providing visitors with opportunities to
connect to a resource. These opportunities
are what interpretation is all about!
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Intangibles
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Universals
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How can we use these interpretive
assets to reach more people?

Thank you!
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[Hueco Tanks Working Group Meeting - May 21, 2015

This Working Group meeting was held at the Region 19-Education Service Center. Lunch was supplied
courtesy of the Texas Parks & Wildlife Foundation for all participants. Topics for the meeting were
recreational use and facilities at the park. Curt Shannon, representing the Access Fund, delivered a
presentation regarding climbing/bouldering and compatibility with cultural resources. A presentation
covering the recreational use areas and restrictions, the use permitting system, annual visitation
patterns and the extant facilities in the park was delivered by Chris Beckcom. The presentation was
followed by a SWOT analysis of recreation and facilities at the park.
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Hueco Tanks Working Group
21 May 2015 - Education Service Center - Region 19

Life's better outside.;

Meeting Location

Meeting Agenda Education Service Center - Region 19
Horizon Room

12:15-1:30 6611 Boeing Drive
Lunch - Provided by TPWD El Paso, Texas 79925

1:30-1:45
Welcome - Chris Beckcom

Introduction and Schedule -Cris Beckcom

1:45-1:55
Recreation on Public Lands

- Curt Shannon, Access Fund

1:55-2:25
TPWD Park Recreation & Facilities Presentation

- Chris Beckcom & Wanda Olszewski

2:25-2:40
Break

2:40-4:30
Recreation & Facilities SWOT Analysis

- Chris Beckcom, Wanda Olszewski, Mark Lockwood

4:30-4:45 (must exit building before 5:00 pm)

Closure - Chris Beckcom
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Meeting Notes | 5/21/2015

Recreation on Public Land - Curt Shannon, Access Fund

" Climbing is accepted as a legitimate recreational activity

" HTSP in the premier bouldering area in the US and one of the best in the world

" Current PUP is working and has reduced vandalism, erosion, additional social trails,

and is protecting culture and natural resources

* The park is in much better shape than 20 years ago

* Climbers appreciate the culture resources at HTSP

* Disagree that bouldering & climbing are incompatible uses of the park

* The Access Fund has a long history of working with Native American groups

* Oak Flats, AZ is similar to HTSP (topography, etc.)

o San Carlos Apache & other tribes consider that area as a scared place

o San Carlos Apache are involved in climbing activities

" Climbing has an impact to the park, but the key is to strike a balance

" Climbers have a positive impact on the overall operation of the park they:

1) pay fees for using the park

2) Volunteer on clean up days, etc.

" The solution to many problems is finding ways of collaboration and compromise

" The Access Fund would like to see an update of PUP with moderate modification

(Q) Alex Mares

* How are new climbing sites identified?

" Does the Access Fund support increasing numbers of visitors in the park?

(A) Curt Shannon

* Would think that there could be additional access for traditional park users.

Elia Perez

* There needs to be cultural resources survey work done every five years

(Q) Alex Mares

* Developing a climbing management plan with Access Fund & TPWD

o To limit the activity at HTSP

(A) Curt Shannon

0 Access Fund would be willing to work on such a plan.

(Q) Gus Sanchez

0 Why Does HTSP not have dedicated Law Enforcement

(A) Mark Lockwood
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* TPWD does have a dedicated LE position at Hueco Tanks and we are in the process

of filling that position. Currently officers from Franklin Mountains make visits to the

park.

Alex Mares

* How was the number of people allowed in the guarded area determined?

o New tours

o Now by the number of visitors

(Q) Marilyn Guida

0 Do we have a breakdown of types of tours & the number of participants?

(A) Wanda Olszewski

* We do have data on the numbers of tours, types of tours, and number of visitors

taking the tours.

Ty Fosse

0 Smaller groups are more beneficial in limiting impacts to the park than are larger ones.

(Q) Marilyn Guida

0 Can someone join a tour without making a reservation?

(A) Wanda Olszewski

0 Yes

Alex Mares

* A need at the park is to -ewire electrical service to the amphitheater

0 Rep. Gonzalez is making efforts to get additional funding for a visitor center through the

legislature.
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Recreation and Facilities SWOT Analysis Results

Recreation
Strengths

Variety of Tours
Areas are evaluated to impacts
Guide training program
We have some facilities!
Maintenance crew
PUP (provides guidance)
Concessionaire opportunities
First-aid training

Opportunities

Add acreage to park
World Heritage Designation
Establish Friends Group
Increase Tribal involvement
Expand operational hours
More North Mountain spots
Identify the economic impact of Hueco Tanks to
El Paso
Promote healthy activities in the park
Concessionaire back country tours
Cultural evaluation-Baseline survey
Maintain current visitation levels

Weaknesses

Acreage
Need more trails & less roads/parking
Cluttered
Visitor use limits-Increase families & children
Need upgrades to facilities
ADA access
No Visitor Center
Inadequate staffing
Staff training - Interpretive Tours
Lack of Marketing
Need more guide training
No local/short term access
Bad trails
Reservation system
Need volunteer guide screening-screen for
specialties
No re-evaluation of closed areas
Need continuing education
More monitoring
Not enough interpretive staff
Outreach-education
Tribal/Native American involvement
Monitoring of resources
Locals have reduced access in winter-higher
recreational use
Need more North Mountain spots
Should conduct daily rounds of principal
pictograph sites
All archeology sites should be visited weekly

Threats

Poor Concession management
Need more science based management
Erosion
Development/sprawl
Inform Community-marketing
Depletion of ground water-rise of brackish water
Lack of state budget/funding
Lack of Bouldering Management
Only 5 concessions allowed-increase the
number and diversity of concessions
Need to educate the public-What is a guide
concession?
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Facilities
Strengths

Existing trails
Trail crew
Bilingual staff & signs
Condition of the campground (developed w/
water & electrical service)
Erosion control measures
Staff; size & diversity

Opportunities

Need better facilities
Convert North Mountain Day Use road to trail
Recreation and facilities feed off of one another-
return to traditional uses
Improved interpretive guide for cultural
resource tours
Involve more people/groups in interpretive
materials
Open gate on Northside at the restroom
Obtain funding from 3rd parties and outside
organizations

Weaknesses

Pictograph interpretive guide not tied to tours
No Group Camp
Unable to have campfires
Restrooms not to current standards
No electrical service at amphitheater
Inadequate amphitheater capacity
ADA access
Small Headquarters
No Cultural Center
Inadequate restrooms
Outdated trail plan
Trail markers
Funding!!
Cultural/Natural resource interpreters
Perception of favoritism to climbers
Need customer service training
Cultural diversity of staff
Staffing should be given preference over
constructing new buildings

Threats

Lose creditability if interpretation is not
consistent and inclusive
Viewshed encroachment and sprawl
Lack of budget dollars
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Use of current facilities-best use
Develop programming to increase off-season
visitation
Partnership with Tribes & others for
management
Native American guides as Commercial Guides
Have for-profit commercial guides (at least one)
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Facilities

Staff & volunteer training & continued training
opportunities
Cultural sensitivity training & fluency for staff &
volunteers that is specific to Hueco Tanks
More cultural & natural based opportunities
Establish 5o-foot buffer around cultural sites
Re-evaluation of former picnic sites for use
Additional collaboration between stakeholders
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Presentation to Hueco Tanks Working Group
May 21, 2015
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Protect America's Climbing

Climbing and Bouldering on Public Lands

Rock climbing is accepted as a legitimate recreational use of public lands across
the United States.

- In National Parks and Monuments
On BLM Land

- In National Forests
- In State Parks
- In County Parks
- In City Parks

ACCotetASSmFerias limin

Protect America's Climbing

Climbing and Bouldering at Hueco Tanks

Hueco Tanks is the premier destination bouldering area in the United States-and
one of the best bouldering areas in the world.

Hueco Tanks is also one of the Nation's premier sites for Native American
pictographs and rock art.

Multiple-use policy based on mutual respect is necessary.

ACL Ess FLND

Protect America's Climbing

Hueco Tanks' Public Use Plan is Working

Prior to the current PUP vandalism, erosion, social trails and other impacts
were degrading Hueco's cultural and natural resources. There was consensus
that more should be done to protect Hueco's unique resources.

While imperfect, the current PUP is working in accomplishing this goal. Hueco
Tanks is in remarkably better condition today than it was prior to the PUP
implementation.

It has been clearly demonstrated that it is possible to protect the cultural and
environmental resources at Hueco Tanks and to also allow climbing and
bouldering activities.

ACeSS FLIND

Protect America's Climbing
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Protecting cultural resources and the environment is not
incompatible with multiple-use.

Rock climbers and boulderers fully agree that the cultural treasures of Hueco
Tanks must be preserved for future generations. Climbers work with many Native
American tribes to protect sacred areas that are also used for climbing.

Devil's Tower
Navajo Nation
Oak Flat, AZ
etc...

ACCESSFND

Protect America's Climbing

Oak Flat, Arizona

Similar to Hueco Tanks in many ways, Oak Flat is an extremely sacred site for the
San Carlos Apache and other Arizona tribes.

Oak Flat is also an extremely popular rock climbing and bouldering area.

The Access Fund and local climbing groups have worked hand-in-hand with San
Carlos to protect this area that is currently under threat of destruction by mining.

ACSF1 ND
PI)

Protect America's Climbing

Queen Creek Bouldering Contest

On March 21, 2015 over 100 boulderers competed in the 2015 QCBC. Another
hundred or so spectators also attended this event.

A i

Protect America's Climbing

Queen Creek Bouldering Contest

Approximately 30 members of the San Carlos Apache tribe attended the March
21 QCBC event and former tribal Chairman Wendsler Nosie offered a traditional
Apache prayer and song to bless both the event and its participants.

L ErSSCNi
Protect America's Climbing
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Summary

The current Hueco Tanks Public Use Plan is working remarkably well. TPWD
should consider recommendations based on compromise and collaboration to
improve the PUP even further. The solution for successful park management
going forward does not lie in lifting existing restrictions that are working to
preserve cultural and environmental resources-or, in implementing further
climbing/bouldering restrictions or moratoriums.

Impacts
Climbing does impact the environment-as does every other use of the park. The
key is striking a reasonable balance-and a good working compromise is possible.

Climbers and Boulderers also create positive impacts:
- CHTC close works closely with TPWD to identify potential areas at Hueco
needing additional protection.
- CHTC provides land stewardship, including trail maintenance and trash pick up.
- Significant financial contributions are made to TPWD through tour group fees
collected by Wagon Wheel and other concessionaires.
- Substantial financial benefits also accrue to the greater El Paso area from
visiting climbers.

ACCSSFU D

Protect America's Climbing Curt Shannon, Arizona Policy Analyst

ACCESSFUND

Protect America's Climbing
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Life's better outside,

H ueco Ta n ks Wo rking G ro u p
21 May 2015

Hueco Tanks SP & HS

RECREATION & FACILITIES

PUBLIC USE PLAN 2000

Park Visitation
Day Use by:

Reservation -- 60 in advance
First Come, First Oerved - 10 non reservable

Concurrent Day Use Capacities
North Mountain => 70 visitors
Guided Zone => 160 visitors

PUBLIC USE PLAN 2000

Park Visitation
Overnight:

Reservation & Drive-Up

20 Cam psites 0 6 Visitor capacity each
Not included in Day Use IiIts
No requirement for Park Hosts in off-season.

DAY USE: 24,060
OVERNIGHr: 3,039
TOFAL 27,099

Monthly Visitation by ZIP Code Origin:
FY20O11zooo

ST

VISITATION -FYi1

Sept 2010 -Aug. 2011
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DAY ISE: 23,792

OVERNIG-I: 5,250
TOTAL: 29,042

Monthly Visitation by ZIP Code Origin;
FY2012

VISITATION - FY12

e' at Huece Tanks SPIL HS
Sep t 20 11 - Aug. 20 o

- -4

141 4 -r- -

04 N

TauI -%ib -

DAY USE 24,23.

OVERNIGHT: 5,774
TOTAL 30,Cl2

Monthly Visitation by ZIP Code Origin;
FY2013

VISITATION - FYi3

,f. at Huaco Tanh% S P L HS5
$ . Sept. 2012 -Aug.2013

4Wh

UAY USE: 23,460

OVERNIG F: 4,779
TOTAL: 29,239

Month ly Visitation by ZIP Code Origin:
FY2014

VISITATION - FY14

[ ,ibution ofMsitorOrgins
..Huec Tn saS P& H S

- Sept2013-Aug.2014

A'
.. ----

I- L-,

- ol IMpr

PUBLIC USE PLAN 2000

Guided & Unguided Zones
otherr -- /3 rd1 of park - Guided

\orth MOuna taIin & Cam pgrounid - Un guIied

Commercial & Volunteer Guide Program
Con mercia I Guide Sarvica

Guide Certification training required
Lia bility I ns ura nce required
Guide participation in activities allowed

/oI un teer Guido Services
Guide Certification training required
Guide participation in activities not allowed
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PUBLIC USE PLAN 2000

Park Facility List
Headquarters
Visitor Center
20 Campsites (1 w/ wa ter &electrioity 4 v< water only)

10 Picnic Sites
1 Amphitheater
1 Restroom w/ Showers
2 Comfort Stations w/o Showers
1 Composting Toilet
2 Residences
Maintenance Building & Storage Sheds

FACILITY PICTORIAL OVERVIEW

Headquarters
4B00SF

Iii#+: 04,

T-

L
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FACILITY PICTORIAL OVERVIEW

L1

Comfort Stations
390 SF

Restroom 0 @460 SF

&

Composting Toilet
90 SF

FACILITY PICTORIAL OVERVIEW

Escontrims
Interpretive
Center

OIS1SF

FACILITY PICTORIAL OVERVIEW

Campsite - Typical
(115 w/pnter & eletrwtV 4ilvkate m old

Dumrp ttlofIn iunmund

FACILITY PICTORIAL OVERVIEW

ResIdence - Typical
1200 SF

Maintenance Yard
:1030 SF



FACILITY PICTORIAL OVERVIEW

Trails
t 6.75 MI

*i

Amphitheater
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El Paso County Ak Louie Rodriguez ao A.. Uo.su 47 ReD.. P- TX TR5I Ms"IECX C
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El Paso County Historical Commission Xt Rod Linkous is? 161s -3mS X
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Kalpulli Tlalteca Rep Bea Villegas 50721 U.P.793e. O P.. 75 5908 C5)T t .A ems16

Kalpulli Tialteca AX Carlos Aceves IonUOwVnP RI... T 7sx " s) 5XsWc7T Vw01.*

Mescalero Apache Tribe Rep Ingrid Gardner 0 TO a..U MuuC.c 5U M ISSR 0ss1.3.X.

Mescalero Apache Tribe Rep Arden Comanche eO a.w u.eas w awe

National Park Service Rep Gus Sanchez aso s.. s .euIs- o OP... TO 7T 19X57154-72

Native American Rights Fund Rep Kim Gottschalk asXXareO..s S.. CO NM U so "4 CaXSOs4b97 sW vXdeA

Pueblo of isleta Rep. Dr. Henry Walt e oa.1 sM s w. v 7 a=osa nos51ssas"

Office of Congressman Beto O'Rourke Rep Ivan Mejorado 3ww o t . 1 R1 P... TX p-C C1OMSC5-10 Reer ema.

Office of Congressman Beto O'Rourke Alt Davin Combs s a O Se.T s. 210 RCPnso 7 T5UP I s (M) o,.oOa.
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Organization 1 Wnon -First Name Last Name S & Uasr. y a e Ip enOne a MRi.
Texas Parks & Wildlife Department Rep Chris Beckcom 9.4Ms10s.rt10 r .. R lee 71752T 'S7 : 37s i -11 e n1
Texas Parks & Wildlife Department Rep Mark Lockwood P. &W9M Frt s 9 a T 799.4 O44s4 I w3P
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i]Hueco Tanks Working Group Meeting - June 1I6, 205

This last Working Group meeting was held the day following the second public meeting. State Senator
Jose Rodriguez attended the meeting and thanked the Group for the hard work that the members have
put into the project. This meeting conducted a review of the efforts to date for the Working Group.
Draft recommendations that had been presented during the previous night's Open House were revisited
and augmented by the Working Group. The small group approach to reviewing the topics was utilized
with each group having the floor to present its thoughts regarding the draft recommendations and offer
additions and modifications.
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Hueco Tanks Working Group
16 June 2015 - Tech H20 Center

Life's better outside.,

Meeting Location

Meeting Agenda Tech H20 Center
10751 Montana Ave.

El Paso, TX 79935
1:30-1:45

Welcome and Project Status - Chris Beckcom

1:45-2:15
Re-cap of 15 June Open House Meeting

- Chris Beckcom, Mark Lockwood

2:15-3:30
Review & Discussion of Recommendation Summaries

- Chris Beckcom, Mark Lockwood & Wanda Olszewski

Site Resource Management

Interpretation/Education/Outreach

Recreational Management

Park Facilities

3:30-3:40
Break

3:40-4:30
Review & Discussion of Recommendation Summaries (Continued)

- Chris Beckcom, Mark Lockwood & Wanda Olszewski

4:30-4:45 (must exit Tech H20 campus by 5:00 pm)

Closure - Chris Beckcom
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Meeting Notes |16/1 6/20 15

Additional Recommendations - i6 June 2015 Meeting
Resource Management

o Identify funding for Resource Management activities and studies

o Conservatory actions addressing chalk stains and chalk removal

o Establish schedule of management actions

o Conduct staff training regarding resources

o Establish date goal for initiation of ethnographic study

o Investigate causes of erosion at the park

o Define acceptable levels of impact or change at the park

o Establish timelines/goals for implementation of recommendations to create accountability

o Protect sacredness of the park

o Establish Tribal MOA's

o Identify areas of significance to the tribes

o Define sensitive areas

o Examine activities in the park for potential impacts to the resources

o Find a starting point for resource evaluations (Cultural & Natural Resources)

o Hold an annual meeting concerning erosion issues of the general area

o Examine effects of chalk on the resource

o Reassess locations for recreational use (including closed areas for natural resource reasons)

o Utilize local experts & Native Americans in monitoring procedures

o Maintain the cultural/spiritual integrity of the park

Interpretation/Education/Outreach

o Staff goes through interpretive training for Certified Interpretive Guide

o Examine system of how volunteer guides are selected

o Work with the El Paso Visitors Bureau to expand and redirect the marketing of the park

o Develop a local community coalition

o Community service opportunities (includes ISD students)

o Establish a system for presenting "big picture" of natural and cultural in the curriculum for
schools

o Specialized guide training (natural resources, history, etc.)
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o Cultural tours

o Continuing education for certified guides (including take-home assignments)

o Update stewardship video

o Conduct spiritual tours (Cultural)

o Have more special events with climbers to involve youth

o Focus on Interpretive/Educational tours

o Continue and expand intern opportunities for minority/Native American/Hispanic

o Establish formal partnerships with ISD's

o Target programs for diverse ethnic groups

o Regularly scheduled pictograph tours

o Utilize daily/monthly themes in programs

Recreation/Facilities

o Expand summer hours as possible( e.g., weekends, holidays) to /2 hour before sunset

o Large group North Mountain exception with prescribed time limit (maybe 3 hours)

o 20 spots for El Paso County residents

o Allow technical guiding on North Mountain separate from 70 person limit

o Short duration camps with a focus or specific topic

o Examine repeat visitor orientation requirements

o Fix electrical service to amphitheater

o Improve reservation system

o Use permit system to d fferentiate uses

o Coordinate with local media for coverage of the park

o Utilization of abandoned picnic tables pads for interpretive theme staging

o Recruit teachers as guides

o Partner with the Ysleta del Sur Pueblo regarding land use

o Adaptive use of existing facilities

o Seek stronger relationship with the Ysleta del Sur Pueblo and Mescalero Apache Cultural
Centers

o Finish the "official" trail system
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Hukeco Tanks Wo rk ing
--21 Ma y

Hueco Tanks SP & HS

RECREATION & FACILITIES

PUBLIC USE PLAN 2000

Park Visitation
Day Use by:

Reservation - 60 in advarice
First Come, First Served - 10 non-reservable

Concurrent Day Use Capacities
Nor th Mountain > 70 visitLrs
Guided Zone => 160 visitors

PUBLIC USE PLAN 2000

Park Visitation
Overnight:

Reservation & Drive-Up

20 Cam psites @ 6 V/isitor capacity each
Not included in Day Use liniIts
No requirement for Park Hosts in off-season.
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DAY USE: 24,060
OVERNIGHT: 3,039
TOTAL 27,099

Monthly Visitation by ZIP Code Origin;
FY2011
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VISITATION - FY11
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NEXT STEPS

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Resource Management
Continue & increase resource monitoring

Establish long-term monitoring of vegetation
comri TIunities

Continue and potentially increase m onitorin g of fauna
comm unities
Continue monitoring or plant species of conservation
concern, particularly Colubrina stricts

Develop comprehensive resource inventories
Build on previous studies/surveys

NEXT STEPS

This is our last Group meeting
TPWD will prepare document based upon
comments and concepts brought forward in our
meetings
TPWD will distribute DRAFT document to
Working Group in mid-July.
Working Group review for two weeks.
Final Hueco Tanks Working Group Report in
mid-August
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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Resource Management
Develop and implement a formal cultural
resource monitoring plan for Hueco Tanks

Continue treatment of graffiti at H ueco

Pursue a new ethnographic study of Native
American communities that are culturally
affiliated or potentially affiliated with Hueco
Tanks

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Resource Management
Evaluate recreational conflicts with resource
conservation

Reassess locations utilized for recreation
Establish guidelines & standards fr resouroe-retreation
compatiblity
Exarnine established rock clirnbing/bouldering routes at
Hueco Tanks for cultural resource conflicts
Develop andirnpiememnt forrnal review process ifr al nev
climbing/bouldering areas at Hueco Tanks

Continue erosion control efforts and coordinate
with neighboring landowners on work in
drainages that are shared

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Interpretation
Continue & expand Programs/Special Events

Include spiritual aspects/focus

Provide more in-depth literature & increase
locations of availability

Continue and further develop partnerships
with Native Americans

Have more Interpreters on-site

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Universal Interpretative Elements
Spiritualty
Ancestry & Heritage
Recreation
Family traditions
Connections
Relationship to Nature
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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Education/Outreach
Continue guided tours
Provide information addressing spiritual
aspect of the park
Strengthen & expand ISD and University
partnerships
Expand involvement w/ local community, e.g.,
youth groups, local events, military
Increase non-web based communication &
information

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Recreation
Increase visitation limits

Expanded operational hours

Increase North Mountain visitor Iirnit
Accommodations for fa miir i Ic h ldren

Native American counsel in recreational
management
Enhance Guide Training

Target appropriate specialties, e g brcjing history etc
Conti nuin g ed ucation

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Facilities
Develop Visitor Center

Modernize facilities to meet current
Accessibility Standards

Add/enhance Group facilities

Re-evaluate the use/adaptive use of
abandoned picnic sites

Expand park acreage

Life's better outside.

Hueco Tanks SP & HS
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Public Meetings

Two public open house meetings were conducted during the course of the project. The first was held in
March followed by the second and last meeting in June. Each meeting was structured in a like manner.
Chris Beckcom facilitated the meeting and delivered a presentation to the audience. Following the
presentation individuals present were encouraged to share their concerns, make statements and
comments addressing Hueco Tanks SP & HS. Speakers were asked to stay within a three minute time
frame for their comments but great latitude was allowed. Each meeting was well attended with one
hundred individuals present at the first and over eighty attending the second. Public input has been
received and recorded from oral comments made during the public meeting, written comments
submitted at the meeting and comments emailed to TPWD. The following pages contain all those
comments as submitted or recorded by TPWD.
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Open House Meeting| 3/23/201 S

Meeting held at the El Paso Community College Administrative Services Center Auditorium.

Public Comment

Notes of comments spoken during the meeting. (Notes recorded and compiled by Chris Beckcom,
Mark Lockwood and Wanda Olszewski.)

Stephen Crye

Overall, PUP has been a good thing. Restricting use is unconstitutional (not sure I got that out of what he said?) (I
think he said unthinkable), do not ban climbing, climbers use chalk but it washes way with the rain, access to the
park is difficult but climbers use the system to get reservations. He has seen the park get full with visitor groups
other than climbers. Bias based on attributes people can't control (race, sex, etc.) is unconstitutional and morally
wrong. Should double the amount of access, maybe 140 permits, save 70 for local El Pasoan walk-ins. UNESCO
status could be a limiting factor to access for the public.

Malynda Cappelle

From El Paso. Hueco Tanks is important family has been visiting since 1950. Commune with nature. She
participates in the park clean up. Access to the park seems hard/challenging. Believes some groups are passing
misinformation. The park is doing best it can with funding it has- needs Visitors Center, cultural tours are needed.
Banning access because of sex, race is incorrect. The park is clean compared to the past.

Tai Subia

Local university student. Have been going to Hueco Tanks for more than four years. Climbing sharpens an
individual's skill sets. Shouldn't ban climbing.

Paulo Galvan

Local teacher-geology & history. Has conducted school field trip with 70 students and 5 chaperones. Gary and Ted
at the park were awesome. Agrees w/S. Crye re. opening more North Mt. spots- Need to open park to more
people. One needs to plan ahead to visit the park.

Mandy Castillo

A local art teacher. People come from all around the world to see the park, and because of advancement of
technology (web, etc.) more people can see what it is, more want to visit than was the case 15 yrs ago . The
climbers take care of the park. The current plan PUP 2000 needs to be re-evaluated

Ander Rockstad

Hueco Tanks demands reverence. Believes the existing rules are fair and that having reverence is good.

Dan Carter

From Las Cruces. Comes down to Hueco every weekend to climb. Hueco puts El Paso on the map in the climber's
world. Comes to the park, even in the summer. Has only experienced 1-2 days where he couldn't get into the park-
he hadn't made reservations. Believes the reservation system is fair, but people do have to make an effort, figure it
out. There are many options for access, including vol. and commercial tours. Idea: give locals favor in getting into
guide training workshop, to increase number of local guides. Make some local reserved spots in the reservations
system.
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Neysa Hardin

Sierra Club & Educator. Access to the park involves planning your visit. As an educator, working with the park is
easy (will be bringing students next week.) Permit system is OK. Permits preserve the area. Should not deny
access based on sex, nationality. Climbers should remain fully accountable to climbers(?) Appreciates how climbers
take care of the park.

Charles Holt

Was a professional scrambler. Used to teach 8th grade science. Remembers "open" time, when people could go
wherever they wanted. .. "it was closed to everybody because 'we' ruined it. The changes are fantastic." the park
has made improvement. Should have more people in the park 10-20 more permits. The climbers help conserve
the park. The information for access is out there. The climbers clean up the park; he hasn't seen other groups out
cleaning the park. Chalk reward day(?). Maybe have another video specifically for climber education.

Sarah Ontiveros

Climber vs. non-climbers is BS; it's not an "us vs. them". We all love the park. Let's work together.

Marilyn Guida

The park needs more publicity in the Region. Visitors have to register while in most parks visitors can just walk in.
People need to feel welcome. She would like to see more work with schools. She never understood that
picnicking needed to be reserved. Pictographs are the most important thing at the park. TPWD needs ongoing
monitoring, an ongoing systematic monitoring program. There are constraints in the reservation system. The
public at large doesn't know much about climbing.

Corrine Chacon

Access issue is essential. 23% of community is in poverty with no internet access, cell phone, etc. Provide access
through educational tours. Park is world class for imagery. Shortage of natural areas in El Paso. Need to do total
archeological survey and use technology to find images. Create a digital tour of the park for visitors.

Samantha Dominguez

Educator. Gen Y. Economic impact of the park is good contribution to the community. Heritage tourism also needs
to engage climbers and other non-traditional visitors. Climbers promote the park worldwide. She is tired of
polarization between visitors and Native Americans, asks that climbers not be "demonized."

Natalie Jaime

Flew in from Washington DC for the meeting. Loves the wildlife in the park, especially javalinas. Likes the idea to
double the capacity allowed in the park.

Keith Allen Peters

10 yrs as a visitor and volunteer. People need to realize that climbers are also hikers, birdwatchers, etc. Visitors all
have the same means of achieving access to the park. What are we here about => recreation & public use.

Christopher Gomez

Lt. Governor Ysleta del Sur. Tigua thank you for protecting the site. The whole park is spiritual to the Tigua. Tigua
have a 4000 acre buffer around the park. They are not against the park. The park doesn't have the resources to
expand public use. For some a spiritual place is more than imagery. Believes some people disrespect the site. The
Tigua see the park as a church. They do not want to be adversarial but will do what it takes to protect it.
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Ted Pick
Works as Interpreter at the park. Thinks we should add local slots in the reservation system. He does his best to
get schools out to the park. Technology idea, use a 360 degree camera to create digital videos of tours of the park.

Heather Johnson

Has been a volunteer guide at the park for last 15 years. She owns property in the area. Has a private campground
and climbing shop. If rock climbing was disallowed, she and husband wouldn't stay in the area. Believes there
should be rules and regulation for use. TPWD should open the park up to more people. Climbers have no more
access than other groups do.

Sam Davis

New Mexico State University graduate student. Climbing is a large part of his life. Climbers watch the park and
volunteer guides have a radio system to contact the park staff if improper behavior is occurring.

Sara Renteria

High School science teacher. Need an educational component to get the message out, address misconceptions.
Need more access for the locals. Hueco is a lot of things to a lot of people; spiritual, hiking, etc.

Naomi Fertman

UTEP professor. Park is important to share with family as a parent. Educators-everyone has the same rules. People
in the community need to know that the site is equally accessible to all.

Patricia Riggs

From Ysleta Pueblo. Park Service has to consult with tribes, and appoint someone to do this. Hearing "we want to
enjoy sacred place". Not opposed to restricting access to the park. "Fun" should be in moderation. Park has
obligation to let tribe know what input was considered in decision-making. Want to know what was used in the
process. Referenced the Federal law for consultation.

Beatriz Villegas

Kalpulli Tlalteca. She doesn't respect people who don't respect the park. She can't perform her sunrise ceremony
because of park operating hours.

Dr. Michael Ontiveros

Has been going to Hueco since early 1990's when he thought the conditions in the park were "poor". Debate is
more of an access thing - not "climbers vs. native Americans". Wanda 0. is the best thing for the park. Need better
education about getting into park. Access issues affect all, equally. The local community needs to learn more about
the park.

The Bass Family

Have taught children to respect the park. Children statement "if we couldn't go to the park we would die". Hueco
is great. Park is crowded in the winter. Can we modify the plan?

Ed Anthony

Volunteers as guide at park conducting pictograph tours. Can't remember anyone being disrespectful on his tours.
Thinks the rock climbers are respectful. Hueco is spiritual, sacred to many people for many things. "Respect for
the rights of others is peace". We should have inclusion instead of exclusion.
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William Snodgrass

Volunteer commercial guide. Access s only an issue from Thanksgiving to mid-March. Recommends having
teachers become volunteer guides. Bring groups of up to 25 people. Park should have more Clean Up days, not
just one a year.

Alex Mares

Have not heard single Native American say "no climbers". There is no press at the meeting. Why? Hispanic groups
do not feel welcome by TPWD. TPWD under a discrimination lawsuit. Cited reference to vulgar name of a few
climbing routes, Finger F*cker (given as an example).

Rod Linkous - Teachers should go to their Dept. Chairs to discuss work with park.

Andrea Everett

Ysleta del Sur. Should have chalk restrictions. TPWD web site caters to climbers. Her husband was asked about
what "spiritual activities"- no questions should be asked in when coming in for that reason. TPWD should change
restrictions on use. Would like to see meaningful consultation with Tigua. Links to tribes should be on park
website.

Written Comments

Andy Klier, 6701 Steeple Rock Ridge Rd, El Paso, TX 79938; El Paso Locals

" Picnic only spots
" I'd like to see commercial guide concessions help more with education
" Less Alex Mares

Laura Quinn, PO Box 1675 Kings Beach, CA 96143;

I have been coming to Hueco Tanks as a climber for five years. To keep it concise, any user group of this park is
equally as accountable for respecting, keeping clean, etc. of the park. Access should not be based or denied based
on any user group.

Dan Carter, PO Box 542, Las Cruces, NM 88004;

I and other from Las Cruces have visited Hueco Tanks almost every weekend to climb, year round for 7 2 years that
I've lived here. Hueco Tanks is world renowned for climbing and bouldering and people from around the country
and world visit this special place and take care of it. Some possible solutions to improve the plan may be to
increase visitation for locals and increase guide training for locals to provide for access year round. Increased
visitation for locals would probably not affect impact much because a lot of people only stay for a few hours and
leave.

Sam Davis, 17620 Wagon Wheel Dr, El Paso, TX 79938;

I am concerned that Alex Mares is leading a personal vendetta against rock climbers that has been going on for
over a decade. He has been against climbing since he worked there 15 years ago even though climbers have been
helping preserve the park wildlife and heritage.

Dewey Tsonetokoy, Sr., 33130 County St, 2485, Carnegie, OK 73015; The Kiowa Ethnographic Endeavor for
Preservation, The Kiowa Chronicles Inc., The Kiowa Warriors Descendants
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TPWD must comply National Historic Preservation Act regulations. TPWD must consult with the historically and
culturally affiliated tribal group. They must do this now. The present managerial-staff of Hueco Tanks State Historic
Site must "step down".

Alejandra Martinet, 11357 Lake Nemi; Climbers

I believe the idea of increasing the number of visitors will be a good option. Not only would it allow more people
with different interest on the park to enjoy it, but it will also bring more money to the park. If one issue is not
enough money to support the park, let's bring the money in by bringing more people, with the proper education of
course!, to preserve the park.

Cynthia Bass, 3011 Piedmont, El Paso, TX 79902; Hiking, climbing, volunteering family

We respect the park and teach our children about the history and importance of the park. We appreciate access
and hope to be able to continue bringing or family to Hueco Tanks. The names of the climbing routes are
sometimes very offensive and disgusting. Is there a way to change the names of the offensively named routes?
Thank you.

Claudia Ramirez, 724 Camino Real; El Paso locals

As a local non-climber and a once in a blue moon camper; I'd like to point out that the years Mr. Mares (a native
Navajo descendent of Mr. Benito Juarez, according to him) the park was at its worst. Banning and consulting are
two different things.

Jesse Kapenga, 1119 Octavia St., El Paso, TX; Climbers of Hueco Tanks Coalition

I am a university teacher, a father, and a climber/hiker/outdoors person. As a local El Paso resident & voter it is
very important to me to have access to Hueco Tanks for my family and I. It is also important for me to access a park
that is clean and respected. Thank you.

Ander Rockstad, 6701 Steeple rock Rd.;

All chalk is bio-degradable. There can be no question to the chemistry of this fact.

William Bass, 3011 Piedmont, El Paso, TX 79902;

I am a volunteer guide. It is a.privilege and an honor. I wish more would take part and learn in this process.

Elaina Stover, 7008 Granero Dr., El Paso, TX 79912; Volunteer at Hueco Tanks State Park

As a birder, climber and pictograph guide I am very concerned about inclusion of all user groups regardless of race
or activity. There are many ways to enjoy the park and my role as a volunteer has been to educate people of all
ages, cultural background and interests. The volunteer program provides many opportunities to protect & educate
the community about the park. Race should not be a main issue.

Ana Burgos, El Paso, TX 79938; Local Resident

I'm concerned that my access to Hueco might be in jeopardy because I am a rock climber. There has been talk that
climbers, as a user group, will be denied access. Also, I would like to say that the staff seems to be doing the best
they can w/ the resources they have.
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Natalie Jaime, 9855 Iris St., Westminster, CO 80021; climber/animal lover

" Could park open earlier for Native American prayers?
" Double capacity w/ spaces held for locals?
" Educational outreach @ all school to explain how to access Hueco?

I've been all over the country to climb and this is my favorite place. (and I love javelinas )

Jeff Johnson, El Paso, TX

I am here thanks to the US Army. Ft. Bliss is seen as a bad assignment by most in the army. I think it's a hidden
gem and one reason is Hueco Tanks. I climb often and have volunteered at the last two Hueco Rock Rodeos. I
think the current use plan is good. I've missed out on getting into the park because I didn't make a reservation and
that was my fault, not the park's. I have a Texas State Park Pass just to go to Hueco Tanks.

Lt. Governor Christopher Gomez, 119 S. Old Pueblo Rd; Ysleta del Sur Pueblo

The Pueblo has invested 100's of thousands of dollars to purchase land surrounding the park that serves as a
buffer from sprawl and secure the perimeter. Our Pueblo feels that TX Parks and Wildlife has neglected to protect
the cultural resources and that the entire site has religious significance to Native American tribes not only the
pictographs. The pueblo has not acted in an adversarial manor but will have to or if forced.

Marilyn Guida, 3714 Moonlight Ave., El Paso, TX 79904; Self

PUBLICITY. Hueco Tanks SP & HS needs to be much better publicized in El Paso & the El Paso Region - People need
to know how to register in advance & the limitations on the # of people at a time so they can plan their visit. Help
people feel welcome & feel that it is family friendly. Help schools & teachers know how to reserve for tours &
picnic- I would like to see a monitoring system established to check the cultural resources-prehistoric- This requires
a data base & photos for comparison. I would volunteer to work under park staff to help monitor those resources.
There is a need for guidelines on what to look for - how the images have changed, context of the area. If damage
is found-follow up to repair, put place off limits-whatever is needed to protect the resources.

Laura Pablos, 2401 Copper Ave, El Paso, TX 79930; Nuetral

'Sure. Let more locals in. The real locals - Native Americans.

Sid Roberts, 5328 Country Oaks

I wish I would have had a moment to speak. As someone who was raised in El Paso. I remember how poorly the
park was managed previously. I think TPWD is doing a great job with park resources.

Eddie Zuniga, PO Box 1006, Clint, TX

Good job you all. This park is my favorite.
" Double 70 ->140 70 for climbing 70 for the rest
" Better visitor center/programs
" Keep permit process
" Watch movie educational videos
" Survey entire site
" Digital tours
" Spiritual site for tribes
" More resources from TPWD

Patricia Riggs, 1625 Lou Graham, El Paso, TX 79936; Ysleta del Sur Pueblo

Federal Consultation requires park to provide "meaningful" consultation with tribes whose interest is affected.
Assign a representative & explain how input was considered.
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Andrea L. Everett, 830 Miguel Pedraza, Ysleta del Sur Pueblo, TX 79927; Ysleta del Sur Pueblo

" Restrictions of chalk: use biodegradable chalk
" How are you enforcing restrictions and prohibitions?
" Your website is very climber oriented, I would like to see links to websites for all affiliated tribes
" Would like true meaningful Tribal Consultation

Climbers of Hueco Tanks Coalition; Climbers of Hueco Tanks Coalition

HTSP &HS is a climbing paradise. The park has an incredible variety of climbing. Popularity of HT as an international
& national level has made Hueco a popular stop form climbers. CHTC works w/ park mgt. and the climbing
community to help preserve the park while working to resolve any conflicts. CHTC is committed to working
proactively assist in managing climbing areas while conserving & protecting cultural & natural resources. We work
w/ HT to train volunteer guides, identify and propose mitigation to remove environmental impact, perform erosion
control, trail maintenance, etc. All user groups benefit from the projects we do. We wouldn't be able to accomplish
these tasks w/ out support from the local, national & international community. Due to the sensitive nature of
HTSP&HS, we also work on educating al climbers and non-climbers on appropriate behavior when visiting the park
to prevent damage to the cultural & natural resources so that others may also enjoy the beauty of Hueco Tanks.
CHTC would like to express its concerns about any plan that would further limit or restrict any user groups' access
to HTSP&HS. TPWD & the current PUP do a great job of managing the park and ensuring the environment, cultural
artifacts and recreational activities are respected and maintained for future generations. CHTC strives to inspire
advocacy for the stewardship of Hueco Tanks State Park & Historic Site. Sincerely, CHTC

Neysa Hardin, 6617 Dawn Dr. #D, El Paso TX 79912

" Permit system is good-Keep
" Fee waiver for school-appreciated
" Climbers-stewards of Hueco DO NOT DENY them access
" Keep North Mtn. open and East & West Guided-this is good policy
" Consider some increase in numbers -> per Ranger recommendations
" Post script -> Wanda & Maria & Ted are great! Thank you for all do!

Jena Camp, 3012 Wheeling; Self

I've taken students (EPISD) and also consider the site a focal, unique gathering place for intertribal and other
diverse peoples of the border and our guests. I would want to see policy reflect the deep cultural diversity and
spiritual traditions that have sustained people in this desert for millennia. Stewardship implies a respect for the
lands and those who will stay and care for it, not consume it. We all need to educate ourselves and each other for
this to happen. Please, enforce own rules about not climbing near cultural sites, prioritize families and kids of
community here; no increase in carrying capacity. Thank you.

E-mail comments

Viet Tran, vietnamtran@gmail.com, Received 3/25/2015

First of all thank you for holding the meeting last night. I have been a volunteer guide for two years and have been
spending my winters in Hueco Tanks for four years. When I first started coming down here, I only saw Hueco as a
world class climbing area. After going through guide training, I learned about the history and cultural significance
of Hueco Tanks. I appreciate the park even more after seeing rock art and listening to the stories about them.
Whenever friends come to Hueco, I try to show them some of what I learned and they in turn pass on this
knowledge to others.
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This past winter my friends and I spotted a bobcat stalking its prey in a field while we were climbing on the East
Spur. My friends and I are all over 30 years old but were as giddy as school kids watching it and imagining whether
or not the bobcat had a family to return to with its fresh kill. I've observed a group of javelina while rock climbing
on North Mountain and learned that day how difficult it is to spot javelina when they stand still in the tall grass. A
few years ago my friends and I saw aoudad running across a steep slab on East Mountain and wished we were that
agile. Everyone deserves to have access to Hueco Tanks in order to commune with nature and enjoy the activities
the park provides.

Since last December, I have only been denied access once. This may be because I know about North Mountain
reservations, the volunteer and commercial guiding system. These are things I learned through word of mouth and
literature available in the park and the internet. It is unfortunate and I feel for everyone, not just climbers, who
cannot get into the park on busy days. Like everyone else, the climbing community adheres to the current
guidelines of how to get into Hueco Tanks.

What are these meetings about? Is it about a ban on climbing in Hueco Tanks? I hope not. Is it about allowing
unrestricted access to people who see Hueco Tanks as a religious site? I don't think this is fair but perhaps special
access, not unrestricted, should be given to a person, like to the woman who was denied access to the park for a
sunrise ceremony. There should be a process where people can ask for access based on religious reasons.

I've visited many climbing areas and Hueco, by far, is the most restricted. It is also the most pristine but, as we all
know, was not always the case. Over the years I've learned to accept the restrictions because it keeps Hueco in
this condition. Hueco Tanks is a special place to many people for a myriad of reasons. With compromise and open
dialog, we can find a way for all user groups to share access to the park. Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,
Viet Tran

Roy "Ben" Brown, rbbrownl0l@sbcglobal.net, Received 3/25/2015

CB:

I regret that I was unable to attend the recent public meeting to review the Hueco Tanks Use Plan.

The art and archaeology of Hueco Tanks are not only an important tourist attractions, but key elements of our
regional heritage. As such it is crucial that we take all steps possible to strengthen their protection.

Thank you, Cheers, BB./

James Peinado, wstxag08@gmail.com, Received 3/25/2015 via Facebook

I'm out of town and so am unable to attend this meeting, however being that I'm a local who has over the past
couple years taken opportunities to enjoy this state park I wished to leave comment. This place is loved, and I
mostly agree with the precautions taken in the 90s to preserve the ancient petroglyphs. That said with regards to
climbers and boulderers, whether they be local or a traveler, I support having the same rules for everyone....I'd be
inclined to consider giving Texans a cheaper entry fee cuz they pay taxes in this state, however many other states
charge the same fee regardless of residency, and so I'm fine with reciprocating that sort of equal treatment. Finally
any and all desires to limit climbers entry into the park to give special privilege to local picnickers I find offensive.
They must look and undergo the same requirements to enter the park as does anyone else. I've been to the park
both as a climber and to go on guided tours, and don't think doing one activity over the other should give me
special status. Plus the climbing community is your biggest supporter by far, volunteering many hours to maintain
the park. It would be sad if our community wished to spit on that.

James Raul Peinado
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Curt Shannon, curt@accesfund.org, Received 3/27/2015

Thank you for hosting the tour of Hueco Tanks for the Working Group on Monday and also for hosting the public
meeting. I would like to get a couple of comments on the record with TPWD regarding the ongoing criticisms of
climbing and bouldering at Hueco Tanks State Park.

Sacredness - We acknowledge that Hueco Tanks is a sacred place for a number of Native American people. As such,
we support unfettered access to the park for religious purposes by any Indian Tribe with cultural and traditional
ties to the park. Having said that, we do not believe that the recreational use of Hueco Tanks, including rock
climbing and bouldering, is incompatible with the sacred status bestowed upon Hueco Tanks by some tribes--or
with effective protection of the cultural resources that exist within the park. In an analogy frequently used by
critics of climbing, Hueco Tanks has been compared to a church and these critics state that we wouldn't come into
your church and do -_(fill in the blank) because your church is sacred to you. We would point out in fact
that churches often have areas used for bingo nights, basketball games, dances and other activities that are not
religious functions. Even churches that are specifically built as places of worship are compatible with other uses.

As recent anecdotal evidence of compatibility between Native American sacred use and the recreational use of
public lands, Wendsler Nosie (tribal council member and past Chairman of the San Carlos Apache Tribe in Arizona)
brought a contingent of tribal singers and drummers to the 2015 Queen Creek Bouldering Contest on March 21,
2015 to offer a song of blessing to the event and to the event participants. This event was held at Oak Flat, an area
that is highly sacred to the San Carlos and other tribes. In fact, Oak Flat has recently been nominated by the Tonto
National Forest for Traditional Cultural Property status. Other areas across the country also exist where sacred
wishes of Native Americans are being successfully balanced with recreational users of public land, Devil's Tower in
Wyoming being an excellent example.

Impacts of climbing - The critics of climbing at Hueco Tanks have cited the following Texas Park rule as a strict
prohibition on both climbing chalk and fixed protection in the park: "Geological features. It is an offense to take,
remove, destroy, deface, tamper with, or disturb any rock, earth, soil, gem, mineral, fossil, or other geological
deposit except by permit issued by the director." Similarly, these critics have insisted that the "leave no trace"
ethic be strictly enforced with respect to climbing activities in the park. We believe both the TPWD rule and the
"leave no trace" ethic are being misinterpreted here as zero-tolerance policies. For a few reasons, we believe this
interpretation is incorrect.

1) A zero-tolerance interpretation of this specific TPWD rule would prohibit hiking in the park (or even entry for
religious purposes) since the rule states "It is an offense to...disturb any rock, earth or soil..." and any human entry
to the park obviously does disturb the earth and soil to some extent.

2) A zero-tolerance interpretation of the TPWD rule would leave no latitude or discretion to TPWD management or
staff to determine what level of impacts to the parks are acceptable and which are not. We believe it is highly
unlikely the rule was written with that intent.

3) In a similar vein, the "leave no trace" ethic is a goal and not a zero-tolerance policy. Correctly interpreted
(https://lnt.org/learn/7-principles) leave no trace means to use common sense and try to limit the impacts of your
outdoor activities.

I'm very much looking forward to our future Working Group meetings.

Best,
Curt Shannon
Policy Analyst I Access Fund

Marshall Carter-Tripp, marshall@thetripps.net, Received 4/16/2015

Dear Mr. Beckcom,
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I believe that the principal concern at Hueco Tanks Historic Site should be the protection of the cultural materials
there, with the advice and consent of the Native Americans, all of them, who have ties to this area. While the
terrain is apparently very popular with those who want to climb, the "boulderers," the first responsibility is not to
take care of their needs - especially as many come from beyond El Paso, and even from other countries. The
entire Franklin Mountains State Park is available, as well as the newly designated national monument just across
the state line in New Mexico! These sites may not be considered as desirable as the range in Hueco Tanks, but
again, it is not the obligation of Texas to satisfy these climbers' desires.

I lived in El Paso when Hueco Tanks was just open to the world, and am grateful that it has been preserved and
given some protection. But the situation is far from resolved.

I have been turned away several times when attempting to reserve, because the occupancy limits were reached,
when all I wanted to do was take a visitor and join a guided tour. The limits on occupancy should be separated so
that the climbing activity is severely restricted. I doubt that Texas will ever provide enough funds to properly
supervise the visitors in this large area, and the possibility of damage to the cultural sites, inadvertent or not, is
very great. The best practice would be to have a ranger with any group going into the hills to climb, as well as
groups that are doing a guided walk. Given that this is highly unlikely, to say the least, I believe that it should be
closed for climbing/bouldering, and those who wish to engage in such activities be directed to other places. This
would in turn require supervision of Hueco Tanks for unauthorized entry!

We - the non-Native American population of the US - have never lived up to the commitments we made to the
Native Americans as we conquered them and left them little bits of land to cling to. It is incredible to me that in
the 21st century we would allow bouldering to endanger centuries of cultural records at this site, cultural records
that are of great value to all of us. It is time to rethink the policies at Hueco Tanks.

Thank you for your consideration.

Marshall Carter-Tripp, Ph.D
Foreign Service Officer (retired)
Centennial Museum Director (retired)

Donald Hudson, donaldhudson4474@gmail.com, Received 3/18/2015

Hueco is a national and international climbing destination, and one I hope to climb at. Climbers have helped
preserve rock art at Seminole Canyon and Hueco Tanks. We live with access rations and limits and respect the
reasons for them. Within those limits, we accept our chances of access, and I think it is important for other users
groups, i.e., stakeholders, to understand TPWD shows no favoritism to any one group, and it is not right to ask for
favoritism. Hence the PUP should remain user neutral, to all, and continue to be a world class destination for
Indian artistry, climbing, and remain locally accessible to anyone willing to put out the same effort as rock art and
climbing aficionados. Politics should be put aside for preservation, as it has been historically. Thank you. Fair is
fair.

Heather Johnson, rockgal24@yahoo.com, Received 3/29/2015

Hello-
My name is Heather Johnson. My husband, Glenn and I attended the meeting held on Mar 23. Many of the native
speakers mentioned spirituality or religion in their comments. I can appreciate that because as a climber, I find
spirituality in the Hueco Tanks as well. When I climb, I feel a connection to the earth and the creators. One
definition of religion from the Webster dictionary is "an interest, a belief, or an activity that is very important to a
person or group". If that is the definition, then one could say that for climbers, rock climbing is their religion. For
many of us this is true, including my husband and 1. We have shaped our entire life around rock climbing and
Hueco Tanks. We live, eat, breathe climbing. We base where we live, where we work, where we travel to, what
jobs we have, who we associate with all on rock climbing. Climbing is a way of life for many of us. Here is a brief
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video of what is means to be a lifer, or a life time climber, someone who bases there whole life on climbing.
http://www.epictv.com/content/live-climb-repeat-epictv

Because climbing is our life, my husband and I have stayed here in Hueco Tanks for the last 14 winters, we have
been guides here for the last 11 years and we purchased property just 2 miles from Hueco, which we've owned for
10 years. We built a house and a small campground and we have moved our climbing gear business here as well. If
for some reason climbing was no longer available or limited at Hueco, we would not be happy to be here and likely
sell our house and move our business. There are approximately 25 rock climbers here in the Hueco Valley who
have also purchased land based on their love for Hueco Tanks. Hueco is a world class climbing area and attracts
visitors from all over the world. I know many climbers who migrate here seasonally and live here year after year,
which is an economic boost for this area. There are many businesses, including the Hueco Rock Ranch, the Hueco
Hacienda, Pete's Country Store/Campground, including ours, that base their business solely on climbers and who
would be crushed if climbing access was reduced.

I understand the wants of the native folks who would like to have access to the park for their spiritual needs. I
don't see how this is any different for any other user wanting to gain access to the park. Climbers want access to
the park, so they take the necessary means to gain such access. Many climbers, including my husband and I, have
become guides in the park. We took the free class offered, and in addition to volunteering for the park, we have
paid to join a commercial concession to be able to provide access to other climbers wishing to visit the park. This
option to become volunteer and/or commercial guides is open to any willing person. I do believe, however, that
the PUP was made in a time of need 15+ years ago and that access could be improved. There are many options to
make this happen. One would be to increase the number of people allowed into the park. I have visited North
Mountain hundreds of times and have never felt it was too crowded.

I have heard tale that the people who initiated these meetings have a problem with rock climbers visiting Hueco
Tanks. They claim we are disrespectful of the land/rocks and are somehow damaging it. Since the public use plan
came into effect, I myself have noticed the opposite; the trails have all been revegetated. And many people who
visited the park prior to the restrictions tout that the park has much less trash, graffiti and vegetation issues. There
are many experienced climbers, especially the ones who have become guides, who provide the park a free service
by policing the actions of other climbers who may not behave appropriately. In addition, the Climbers of Hueco
Tanks Coalition heads a cleanup every year, where a hundred plus climbers and non-climbers participate in
cleaning up the park and helping the park to build trails and/or revegetate heavy traffic areas. I have heard that
chalk is a concern, but it is biodegradable and washes off easily with a little rain. I invite you to read the following
link which includes a study about chalk and its benign qualities. http://www.melissaistrong.com/2nd-meeting-of-
hueco-tanks-pup-under-review.html

I have one suggestion to possibly help the native peoples gain more access. I would suggest that the native folks
take the time to take the free course and become guides for the park and then work with the park to offer
volunteer "spiritual" tours. I have contacted park staff about this idea and they have told me that 5 spots in each
and every guide training course are held just for their group of people, yet no one has taken the opportunity to
take this FREE, 3 day course.

One final comment, I believe Alex Mares simply has a personal vendetta against the park and climbers. When he
worked at the park it was known amongst climbers that you needed to be wary of him because he didn't like
climbers. One particular instance that stands out with two climbers who were doing a roped climb. They were up
on the rock wall and therefore away from their belongings which were at the base of the climb, Alex took it upon
himself to search their bags. When they got down, they saw what he was doing and confronted him and he said he
was looking for marijuana. Alex makes up stories in order to make it seem that the park and/or climbers are the
enemy. He blurted out obscenities at this last meeting in an attempt to make the park look bad. However, if you
look at the facts, the pamphlet he was referring to containing these obscenities was only handed out to rock
climbers if they ASK for it. Children at the meeting were more affected by his rant than any child who has visited
the park. After his comments at the last meeting, which made absolutely no sense, I would suggest that his
position on this review board be carefully considered.
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Thank you so much for your time and efforts to improve Hueco Tanks. We hope to be able to attend any future
meetings.
Heather & Glenn Johnson
7132 Delia Ave
El Paso, TX. 79938

Jonny Griffith, jonathan.d.griffith@gmail.com, Received 2/22/2015

Mr. Beckcom-

I hope this email finds you well. I imagine your work life is a bit busier given your role as project lead for the PUP
analysis of Hueco Tanks State Park. Thank you for taking that role on.

I know there are many stakeholders in the discussion surrounding the PUP, and as a climber, I'd like to contribute
my voice as one of them. I visited Hueco for the first time in early fall of last year. As a long-time climber, I'd had
read/heard about the access issues of climbing in Hueco Tanks. However, upon arrival I discovered the issues
weren't the big load of red tape some people had tried to make it seem. Everything was quite easy. Sure, it
required some planning, and sure the video you have to watch is a bit outdated, but once I was in the park I saw
just how important all of those minor requirements are, including that video. I think that regardless of your status
as a climber or an El Paso local, the rules that are in place are good and should not change. We need to protect the
fragile ecosystem and cultural heritage site. From my understanding, climbers have taken the lead in keeping and
obeying the rules that are in place, they've led the charge to clean up the park, not to mention the addition of
tourist dollars.

I hope that as options are weighed regarding access to the park, climbers are treated as equal partners with all
other stakeholders.

Thank you,

Jonny Griffith

Alex Mares, weluvnm@yahoo.com, Received 5/20/2015

Hello All.

Please read document in link below, as well as attached documents at bottom.

http://arkarcheology.uark.edu/rockart/printerfriendly.html?pageName=Actively%/20Managing%/2ORock%/2OArt%/2
OSites

Mr. Beckcom and all TPWD staff and ALL Working Group members:

I strongly encourage TPWD/HTSHS staff to fully implement the Conclusion recommendations cited in "The
Challenge of Long Term Preservation: Managing Impacts to Rock Art at Hueco Tanks State Historical Park"
authored by Karen G. Harry - Former Director of Cultural Resources Program of TPWD and Evelyn Billo and Robert.
Mark in 2001. SEE ATTACHMENT

** Note pg. 153 of this document on right hand paragraph contains a typo - should state- "Although early climbing
activities at the park focused on technical climbing, by the mid - 1990's bouldering accounted for by far most of the
visitation at the park.

*** This document clearly and accurately describes and defines the bouldering damage and disrespect that led up
to the need for the drastic restrictions of both the 1998 and 2000 Hueco Tanks Public Use Plans. It provides a road
map and mandate for what TPWD needed to do in the future to better protect and preserve both the Natural and
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Cultural resources of this Sacred Site. It is in essence calling for a paradigm shift by "re-packaging" Hueco Tanks as
an outdoor educational and interpretive site NOT an outdoor bouldering gym and sports center.

The TPWD/Hueco Tanks data for the last 8-10yrs ( visitation #'s for bouldering, total # of bouldering tours vs non -
bouldering tours, the fact that there are no non-recreational concessionaires and that all 5 concessionaires are
focused on climbing/bouldering only prove the point) and the audio/video recording of climber/boulderer
comments at this past June's Sen/St. Rep's Public Mtg. as well as online postings clearly show the preferential
treatment and perception of preferred user status by the boulderer special interest group.

Perception is reality.....there needs to be an immediate and conscious decision by TPWD and Hueco Tanks
management to refocus and "re-package" as Ms. Harry recommends, Hueco Tanks as primarily and
overwhelmingly, a Natural and Cultural Heritage Site of global significance.

Lastly, please read attached document produced by the Access Fund - A climbing and bouldering lobbyist and
representative of this special interest group. Although it primarily focuses on roped or technical climbing, it does
contain a section on bouldering - which is the main form of climbing done at Hueco Tanks. A couple of things of
note : No mention of Hueco Tanks - even though climbers and boulderers in Working Group claim that this site is
"world - class and world renowned" because of its climbing/bouldering history and features. Neither TPWD or
Access Fund Representative or Alpine Club Rep. or members participating in HTSHS Public Use Plan Review
Working Group have referenced or cited or recommended or implemented this Climbing Management Plan or one
specifically created for Hueco Tanks.

1, as a non-climber, non-boulderer, and Native American, ask, plead, request, and offer my assistance - with the
participation and assistance of ALL Working Group members, to review this document and cull useful, and relevant
practices, monitoring and management strategies and produce a formal document to TRULY and ACTUALLY
MANAGE climbing and bouldering SPORT at Hueco Tanks SHS. I recommend that a Climbing and Bouldering
Moratorium be implemented immediately, until said document can be produced. Historically, both the HTSHS staff
and climbing/bouldering special interest group have referred to this time period between March and September as
the "slow or off-season" and the remainder of the year as the "climbing/bouldering or busy season". This being the
case, a moratorium at this time would enable both TPWD and the Working Group ample time and opportunity to
focus on this much overdue and desperately needed guiding document to be created with a minimal amount of
distractions for the TPWD staff. A template document that would be reviewed periodically, and constantly audited
could be produced in time for the coming "busy and climbing/bouldering season".

I look forward to all of your opinions and I will see some of you this Thursday at the next Working Group meeting.

Alex Mares
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Open House Meeting |16/1 5/2015

Public Comments

David Head - El Paso

* PUP plan works, keep as is
* Increase numbers overall I park
* Monitor resources - open things when they have recovered
* The park has been used for 1000's of years and should be continued to be used
* Park is in best shape in last 30 years

Michael Ontiveros - El Paso

So much emphasis is being placed on preserving Hueco Tanks as a resource to learn about the users of the past,
but why don't we focus more on what will be interpreted 1000+ years in the future, of the current user groups?

David Brissette - El Paso

The 2000 PUP has been a success in all its parameters. The park has been protected, the public has been made
aware of changes and guides have provided quality experiences to persons willing to conform with the protocols of
use. There is always room for improvement but all in all the system works. A reminder, this is a State Park, not an
Indian reservation. The focus should be to all Texans and visitors, no special Indian groups should have sway over
others.

Dawn Rico - El Paso, Socorro ISD-Purple Heart Elementary

In July, SISD will be opening its newest school, Purple Heart Elementary. As a cornerstone of our school we are
looking to build community partnerships & we are proposing a partnership with Hueco Tanks State Park. Please
contact me at ddemin@sisd.net to further explore this awesome possibility for our students. Thank you!

Jean Laura Padilla - El Paso

It was interesting to hear some of the climbers admit to becoming volunteers in order to gain access. They have
indeed found a loop hole to gain access we have not even thought to manipulate. You cannot claim to care for the
cultural and sacredness of the park and use loopholes like this.

Rosemary Woller - Las Cruces, NM

So as a climber I consider it an honor to have Hueco Tanks so close to home. I first started climbing at Hueco a
couple of years ago and I've seen nothing but respect of the park from climbers. That's something that makes it
special to be there becaus3e I've seen how much my friends respect the place. As outdoor enthusiasts we
understand and have been brought up with Leave No Trace. We want to preserve the outdoors and make it special
for everyone else as well! I heard a lot of people mentioning that Hueco is their church. I can understand that. I'm
a religious person myself. I'm a Christian (so yes, my beliefs are different) and I feel church should be a welcoming
place. I wish I could say Hueco Tanks was very welcoming, but it's hard to say that. I want to experience this
beautiful place just like everyone else. I believe everyone should have access! It's a wonderful place. I think there
could be increased access just to help more people in. I think it's good to have a limit, but it's a big area and I think
more people could respectively fit. Thanks!

Marcos Canos, health professional

Is concerned with general public health issues, supports TPWD's work at the park
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Bob White, 23 years as a volunteer rock art tour guide

Modify plan, school kids-allow access to picnic sites as part of the tour, continue rock art tours, provide continuing
education for the guides addressing the park resources, policies, etc.

Donald Pepion, Blackfoot tribe, New Mexico State professor of anthropology

Hueco Tanks is a significant cultural area. Preserve and protect the cultural resources. Develop an action plan to
state who, where, what. . . Sustain protection of the site. Immediate action is needed. Rock art is a historical icon
preserving heritage.

Dr. Lisa Grayshield, Washoe tribe

Referenced activities at Cave Rock site I other state. The climbers did not respect the site. Hueco has tribal,
spiritual significance in the world. Locations are churches, home to spirits in the stream.

Rudy Avila, Serna Ranch Youth Group

Youth used to learn about agriculture. He knew the Escontrias family in the 1950's. El Pasoans don't know about
Hueco Tanks, our students don't know. TPWD needs outreach, need families to come to the park. We should
teach history and native people's story. Kids think it's a private climbing club.

Pete Eidenbach, NMSU professor

Wants to know what the cultural resource plan is for the park

Malynda Cappelle, family from El Paso

Family has visited Hueco Tanks for generations. The park should be hard to get into. The park has good trails. Kids
should have access. Her family is outdoor enthusiastic and her husband is the President of the Hueco Tanks
Climbers Coalition. The climbers self-regulate. Would like to see interpretive expand.

Lilian Mares - Socorro ISD
Do not increase numbers at North Mountain. Would like to see extended hours of operation, limit visit time
duration and have special days for school groups. Recommends the adoption of yearly themes for interpretation.
Park needs a small area for groups to assemble after tours, maybe the amphitheater. Interpretive topics should
correlate to the TEKS.

Dawn Rico, Socorro ISD
Emails sent to the park are not answered. Would like to see project based visits for school children. TPW should
partner with ISD's. Promote understanding of cultural and outdoors.

Dewey Tsonetokoy, Sr.

Park should address the spiritual aspects of the site. Hueco Tanks is a sacred place. Sacred ground is earned. Must
preserve sacred places to preserve nation.

Cesar Serna, Serna Ranch

Has enjoyed the park since he was 7 years old. Applauds TPWD's effort to bring groups together. Rock climbing,
did it as a child. He has made many trips to the park. He has received TPWD recreation grants in the past. Hard
time getting into the park. He has no children so he teaches other kids to respect the park. Believes that god will
come from this effort. A balance needs to take place. He has a deep respect for the site. No one should have a
difficult time getting in.
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Geri Elise McCulloh, NMSU professor

Tribes should be allowed to tell their stories. These stories need to be received and preserved. He advocates for a
moratorium on bouldering and technical climbing. There needs to be a complete inventory of the site. Park is
experiencing cultural erosion. Need inventories of resources. Native Americans can tell their stories. The
continuous consultation with Native Americans does not seem to be a priority. Park should have a Native
American cultural center designed by Native Americans.

Marilyn Guida

TPWD should do an ethnographic study and scientific study of the binding of climbing chalk on rock. TPWD should
not allow climbers to remove chalk. A monitoring program should be implemented immediately, TPWD should
update list of closed sites on web site. TPWD should work with Access Fund to create Climbing Management Plan.
When will TPWD have a full time PPO in the park? Increase outreach. TPWD should develop TEKS. How much
funding will be distributed from the Sporting Goods tax to scientific studies?

Able Harden

Because of problems in access to the park climbers became guides to increase access. Training has helped them
recognize rock art. Should increase school access and have area for after school tours to meet. Climbers see
pictograph sites that others don't. Climbers are a resource to cultural preservation and stewards of the park.

Ted Pick, Hueco Tanks SP & HS interpreter

He needs help, please contact him, only climbers volunteer

Zed ?

Feels the PUP has worked well, you don't see trash etc.

Rudy Cruz, Tigua War captain

Rock art is a Tigua story, people climb on their stories. "You can love the State, but the State won't love you back."
All the Tigua ask for is respect, we don't climb on the Alamo.

Curt Shannon, Access Fund

Rock climbers are fascinated by rock art. Access Fund works with Native Americans, the San Carlos Indians blessed
climbing events

Joe Baraza, volunteer at the park for 5 years

Interpretive Fair at the park has had declining participation.

Christian Clawson, climber, mixed heritage-Native American, Mexican, Anglo

Has access concerns, everyone is effected

Xoxi Nayapiltzin, Kalpulli

Hueco is an archeological-astronomy site. It has casting rocks-modified rocks to cast shadows on glyphs. Need to
identify sites in the park and keep areas undisturbed.

Luis Contarais
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Climbers are willing to wait to get into the park. Climbers self-regulate. He doesn't believe climbers are
disrespectful to rock imagery. Climbing can be fun and respectful

Alex Mares

TPWD needs to turn Hueco Tanks into a sacred place and place of learning. Change order of the name SP & HS =>
HS & SP. He is working to get the park designated as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Increasing capacity is not an
option. Park needs money.

Nancy Torres

Native Americans are the first to walk this ground. It's all sacred ground, the plants, rocks, etc. Her family lived
there before the park. Should be able to go through and do what he wants. Native Americans should be there to
share their story.

Jaime Gonzalez, TPWD volunteer for 20 years

TPWD supporter and advocate. He is concerned with people who can't get in. Its El Paso's now.

Lilian Mares

Volunteers have access.

Written Comments

TO: Texas Parks and Wildlife Administrators, Tribal and District Working Groups, Hueco Tanks State Historic Site

FROM: Gerri Elise McCulloh, ABD
Instructor, Technical & Scientific Communication, Business & Professional Communication
Rhetoric and Professional Communication, Department of English New Mexico State University

As an educator, I am interested in how Hueco Tanks, as a Native American sacred site is allowed to tell its own
story with the voices of those indigenous people who can educate others on the site's significance. Paula Gunn
Allen, the acclaimed Laguna Pueblo poet, feminist, and theorist stated, "The root of oppression is the loss of
memory."

The memory at Hueco Tanks is too precious to lose. Hueco Tanks needs to be managed, interpreted, and the
stories need to be revived by those who still have historical memories and relationships with this place. Giving
precedence to tribal people's knowledge might constitute ethical historic conservation and avoid the
"museumification" and the "living fossilization" that has happened at too many indigenous sacred sites in the US
and around the world.

Toward those goals, I advocate an immediate and complete moratorium on bouldering and technical climbing until
comprehensive scientific studies can be finished, including a complete inventory of pictographs, petroglyphs, and
other sensitive cultural artifacts. Upper levels of the site need to be included in these studies. Many of the eye-
level pictographs are not perceptible with the naked eye, and in all likelihood those at upper levels may also be
invisible to recreationists. Therefore, a moratorium on climbing might help preserve this sacred site from
inadvertent harm until a complete survey can be done.

How can Hueco Tanks be appropriately managed until we know what artifacts, flora, and fauna dwell there?

As Belden C. Lane asserted, sacred sites are not chosen by people, rather sacred places choose those who can hear
so relations may be appropriately developed at those sites. Vine Deloria Jr. agreed, suggesting:
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Not only is the presence of other forms of life necessary for the land itis sometimes the
determining factor in identifying sacred locations.

As I read through the HT Public Use Plan of 2000, my attention was drawn to the uniqueness of the flora and
fauna, and the impact of erosion on this environment by recreationists and tourists.

Likewise, when I read through the Hueco Tanks INTERPRETIVE MASTER PLAN of December 2003, I am reminded
that cultural erosion is too high a price to pay for shortsighted management. It is clear from the documents that
only partial studies have been done to inventory the site's flora, fauna, and artifacts.

I believe it is important for those who can actually hear the sacredness of Hueco Tanks to form future
management plans, educational committees, and interpretive plans. Those voices having ancient relations with
this place need to be heard, not merely listened to and dismissed. Native American voices are quite capable of
taking the lead in public use policy related to their important histories.

As Dr. Gregory Cajete, member of the Santa Clara Pueblo, professor at UNM and author of numerous books,
including Native Science reminds us, Native Americans have long had complex science resembling quantum physics
and epigenetics. The problem has been dominant assumptions and rhetoric.

This brings me to my final concern. Consultation commitments with indigenous people are too often promised, but
occur only after agendas and talking points have been set. Additionally, continued consultation does not appear to
be a priority when it comes to continued management or future changes.

Commitments to consult and manage with indigenous people, might avoid some of the conflicts that I am familiar
with at other sacred places, including Bear Lodge/Devils Tower and The Big Horn Medicine Wheel in Wyoming.

The 1998 treaty signed by President Clinton regarding sacred indigenous sites would be helpful to follow in
consultations and management plans. The Association of American Indian Affairs in Washington, D.C. also has
important materials on consultations and issues pertaining to Native American historical and sacred sites.

Again, I call for an immediate moratorium on climbing until scientific surveys can be accomplished so a more
complete inventory on upper level and less visible cultural artifacts and important biota may be assessed.

In the meantime, much work needs to be done, including building a Native American Cultural and Interpretive
Center designed by indigenous people who have ancient roots at Hueco Tanks. There are many Native American
architectural firms who would have insights into how the design of these buildings can best complement the goal
of allowing Hueco Tanks to tell its own stories to educate those who visit.

Public Meeting on Hueco Tanks

June 15, 2015, El Paso, Texas

Public Comment by Dr. Donald D. Pepion, EdD

My name is Donald D. Pepion. I am a College Professor in the Department of Anthropology at New Mexico State
University. I manage, research, and teach the minor degree programs in
Native American Studies.

First, I want to thank Texas State Senator Jose Rodriquez and State Representative Mary Gonzales for including
those of us in the region to provide input into the management of Hueco Tanks. As stated by many of us, Hueco
Tanks is a significant cultural area that demands our attention to developing a plan that preserves and protects this
treasure.
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I believe the number one (1) priority is to preserve and protect Hueco Tanks as cultural sanctuary. It is critical to
immediately develop an action plan of who, what, where and how Texas Parks and Wildlife will save this incredible
place from total destruction by natural and human forces. The plan needs to generate resources and an
infrastructure to sustain the safeguarding and conservation of this international heritage site.

Immediate positive actions are imperative to safeguard and conserve the pictographs and petroglyphs at Hueco
Tanks. The future depends on each of us to take responsibility and act accordingly. We have all heard the saying:
How to you know, where you are going, if you do not know who you are, and where you have been. The so called
"rock art" is a historical icon that represents humankind's cultural heritage.

Here are some things to include in the Hueco Tanks management action plan:

" Emphasize Hueco Tanks as a cultural heritage site and provide pictograph tours by trained and educated
staff. This is especially important to state on the website.

" Change the name of the park to champion it as a cultural site rather than a recreational site that strives
for profit.

" Initiate a monitoring system and maintain constant vigilance towards any abuse or acts by visitors that
has potential to harm the site.

" Initiate a Native American cultural advisory board for Hueco Tanks; representative of the Southwest
region indigenous groups.

" Stop bouldering and rock climbing until a scientific study can be completed on the potential impact this
kind of activity.

" Implement the conduct of the ethnographic study mentioned in the 2000 Public Use and Management
plan. Include Native Americans in all aspects of the ethnographic study.

" Initiate public relations and media plan to educate and inform local, regional, national and international
people about the cultural heritage park.

Marilyn's Questions for Hueco Tanks SP&HS Final Public Meeting of June 15, 2015

All these questions address issues that I believe need positive action and thus can be reframed into
recommendations. I don't expect an answer to these questions at this meeting.

What is TPWD's timeline for conducting the ethnographic study mentioned in the 2000 Public Use and
Management Plans and the 2004 Interpretive Plan?

Will TPWD conduct a scientific study of whether bouldering chalk on the rock bonds with the rock in a similar way
that graffiti and ancient paint does?

Will TPWD advise boulderers not to remove chalk stains on their own? The removal of chalk stains requires
scientific study and should be implemented by a trained conservator, otherwise more harm can occur.

What is TPWD's timeline for beginning a systematic, regularly-scheduled and continuous scientific monitoring
program for the cultural and natural resources at Hueco Tanks?

Will TPWD document all the climbing routes and bouldering problems at Hueco Tanks so that they can be
monitored?

When will TPWD update the Hueco Tanks website with a current list of areas closed to climbing?

Will TPWD work with the Access Fund on a Memorandum of Agreement to implement Access Fund's management
recommendation which states "It is appropriate to prohibit chalk use within 50 feet of critical resources such as
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rock art, as has been done at the Red Rocks National Conservation Area near Las Vegas, Nevada." Source: Access
Fund 2004 "Bouldering: Understanding and Managing Climbing on Small Rock Formations."

When will Hueco Tanks have a full time law enforcement officer?

How frequently does TPWD publicize and conduct outreach to inform El Pasoans about the Hueco Tanks
reservation system for admission and encourage local people to become volunteers?

When will TPWD develop a Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) based curriculum to enhance the
educational experience for school children at Hueco Tanks as stated in the 2004 Interpretive Plan?

How much funding from the State Sporting Goods Sales Tax in the coming fiscal year will be given to Hueco Tanks
to carry out the ethnographic study, monitoring, and scientific studies on chalk necessary to protect the cultural
resources?

There is a scripture verse: " I will lift up my eyes unto the hills from whence cometh my strength".

Hueco Tanks is a special place; it is uplifting to the soul.

I first visited Hueco Tanks in 1965. Over the next 28 yrs. I would go visit 2 or 3 times a year, just to walk around and
enjoy the solitude. I had no understanding of the rock art or history of the place, but I enjoyed going.

I have been a volunteer rock art tour guide for 10 years ... available 9 months each year and avg. about 35 tours a
year.

I wish there could be modifications to the management plan to allow for some exceptions to the rules, for
example, when a group of school children finish their tour during lunchtime, and there are 70 or more people in
the rocks, the children be allowed to go to picnic tables near the restroom on the north side of North Mt. to eat
their lunch. Present policy doesn't permit them to do this.

On a few occasions I have telephoned someone who has scheduled a tour to obtain information to help me plan
the tour to their satisfaction. Once it was a rock art research specialist from Sul Ross State University in Alpine.
Originally she was leaving Sat. morning and the tour was at 2:00. After our discussion she came to El Paso on Friday
and the 6 hour tour started at 9:00 Saturday morning. A staff member was reprimanded for providing me her
phone number. But the visitor was very grateful for me calling her.

I hope I live long enough to see a visitor center built. Thank You!

Bob White

Let's look at some statistics,
Paso Del Norte Health Foundation says that

33% of all El Pasoans are overweight which is 5% over the state average. 75% of El Pasoans don't get enough
exercise.
Over Half of El Pasoans between the ages of 45-64 are overweight.

Men's Health Magazine ranks El Paso 3rd fattest city in the nation. We are ranked 6th in the nation for Type 2
diabetes, and 13th overall for the lack of physical activity.

So let me ask you this: Why in the world would we limit one of El Paso's State Parks to recreation? This is a toxic
train of thought only leads to an unhealthier community.
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Go ahead, limit where El Pasoans can go outside and get some exercise. Maybe instead of being number #3 of the
most unhealthy cities in the country we can be #1 most unhealthy city in the country.

Now, I realize that the park is a scared site and the age old argument is that recreation interferes with historical
and cultural preservation. Well, that is just an excuse. It is an excuse and a very narrow way of thinking. There are
sites all over the country that have embraced recreation while also preserving historical and cultural significance.
Ask the Access Fund, who has worked with multiple local organizations, tribes, historical committees, landowners,
state parks, private land owners on how to preserve and recreation and culture. This is not a new concept

Where we need to be focusing our attention is on our community. We need to be out there educating our
community on the gem they have in their back yard that can get them outside and moving around, communing
with nature and improving El Pasoans quality of life.

So if you are interested in restricting Hueco Tanks recreational aspect. You might as well be voting for El Paso to be
#1 fattest city in the world.

Let's not to that, get outside and climb a rock people.

Sarah Ontiveros

E-mail Comments

Roberta Gran, robertagran@q.com, Received 6/15/2015

Dear Mr. Beckcom:

I am a supporter of the importance of Hueco Tanks to the Native American population. The history, prehistory, and
the spiritual significance are a deeply imbedded part of their spirit and their culture. I believe strongly that that
area must be protected so that people will be able to visit there and learn the history from experts who have the
knowledge of the significance of this site. We must understand that it is our duty to respect the culture and history
of others with whom we share this country. We tend to forget that they were here before we were. Our Native
American tribes have a great deal of knowledge of the natural ways of things, and we would do well to learn from
them, just as they learn from us.

Please make every effort to encourage consensus between the Native American people and the rock climbers so
that this precious site is preserved. Surely there are areas the climbers can climb that are just as challenging that
do not damage the treasures of our Native American brothers and sisters. The time that we stop taking from them
is long overdue, and at the very least allow them to keep what they've so dearly defended. I believe you would
agree that what we've taken from them since we began encroaching on their land far outweighs any benefit
they've had.

Thank you,

Roberta K. Gran
Las Cruces, NM

Sharon Urban, 42purplestonez@gmail.com, Received 6/15/2015

Hello Mr. Beckcom:

My name is Sharon Urban (professional name Shurban) and I am a member of the American Rock Art Research
Association while and active member on its Preservation Committee. The two ccs are the co-chairs of C & P
committee.
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Suspect you are caught between a rock and a hard place (pun intended), as Hueco Tanks has had a history of battle
between preserving rock art and rock climbing. I wish you the best in coming up with a solution that will continue
to preserve the rock art while allowing some of the area to be used for climbers and boulder hoppers. Needless to
say I am in favor of the rock art protection to the highest degree.

Sincerely,

Shurban

Jeremiah Davis, jdavis@elp.rr.com, Received 6/15/2015

Dear Sir,

It would nice if TPWD would quit operating this site like a cash cow by encouraging bouldering and instead return it
to visitation by local people and appreciation of its unique natural and cultural resources. It would also be nice if
TPWD started enforcing its own rules about defacing the park by the use of climbing devices on the rocks.

Regards,
Jeremiah V. Davis

Henry Drake, drakehm@hotmail.com, Received 6/17/2015

Dear Mr. Beckcom:

I was at the final public meeting as well as the first one and would like to share my thoughts regarding the new
management plan for Hueco Tanks.

First of all I would like to thank you for holding these meetings and for trying to accommodate the differing views
expressed therein.

I believe that all concerned are interested in preserving the cultural and historical resources of Hueco Tanks, but
have differing views on how to do so.

It is important to remember that the significance of Hueco Tanks was based originally on the pictographs
themselves as brought to world attention by Forrest Kirkland through his paintings in 1938, not rock climbing
which is a comparatively recent activity at Hueco Tanks.

I do not believe that rock climbing activities at Hueco Tanks are on an equal par with the cultural and historical
aspects of the park and I believe there is an inherent conflict due to the limited carrying capacity presently
observed at Hueco Tanks which impinges on the general public's ability to access the park. The general public's
ability to access the park, while preserving the cultural resources is paramount in my opinion.

The entire park should be open to the general public, not just North Mountain, with appropriate monitoring by
park personnel. This would then allow the approx. 300 people allowed at any one time to enjoy the entire park.
This would create much greater access to the public at large to enjoy the resources of the park, without the
artificial restrictions between climbers and non -climbers. Areas of special concern could still be accessed by the
general public through interpretive tours in those areas and bouldering tours could be eliminated.

I wonder how many climbers would come to Hueco Tanks if climbing were not allowed? I think the climbing aspect
is the prime concern for most climbers in coming to Hueco Tanks rather than appreciation for the cultural and
historical aspects of the park, which should be the primary purpose of TPWD at Hueco Tanks.
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I listened to all speakers carefully and have given much thought to this whole situation, which I grant is complex
and not any easy call. I think that all speakers were well intentioned and all had-valid points of view.

However, I also believe that the present state of affairs is unacceptable and whatever changes are made will
impact some groups adversely, so changes will have to reflect those values which Hueco Tanks should truly stand
for.

There is also the nomination of Hueco Tanks as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. These nominations are based on
outstanding cultural or historical values, I do not see how rock climbing enhances these values and may very well
serve as a detriment to them.

A larger visitor center is also necessary as well as the hiring of more personnel at the park itself. Much greater
outreach must be provided to the public at large in order to stress the educational aspects of the park as well as to
provide easy to understand information on visitation. The general public should be made to feel welcome at the
park while at the same time be educated as to its significance upon arrival.

The name of the park should be changed to Hueco Tanks Historical Park as suggested by one of the participants,
since that is truly what it represents.

Lastly, I believe the climbing groups are largely a special interest group, often backed by commercial interests and
exert an undue influence on the management of Hueco Tanks, I do not believe they are representative of the
public at large .There are other places where they can climb and will not impact on the cultural resources of Hueco
Tanks, nor on the ability of the general public to come and be enlightened by those resources.

If you noticed at the meeting, Hueco Tanks staff were seated on the same side of the room as climbing supporters,
while those in favor of limiting or eliminating climbing were seated on the other. This only added to the
appearance that Hueco Tanks staff sided with the climbing supporters, the staff should have been seated at a
separate table entirely in order to at least give the appearance of impartiality.

I hope you will consider my comments along with the others in making future decisions affecting the management
of Hueco Tanks.

Sincerely,
Henry Drake
2216 N. Kansas St.
El Paso, TX. 79902

Teddy Stickney, stick7ll@sbcglobal.net, Received 7/10/2015

Mr. Beckcom
A copy of an email addressed to you I received from an interested member of the American Rock Art Association
concerning the rock climbing activity in your park.
I visited the Red Rock, rock art site, BLM properties outside of Las Vegas, Nevada a number years ago. They were
experiencing the same problem. They solved their problem by re-landscaping some of the nice desert plants that
happened to have a protection of spine and needles placed in areas of the most rock climbing activity occurred.
This did help to move the climbers to a safer area of climbing. Of course don't know where your areas of activity
are and the possible of being able to plant any desert vegetation that might help to control this activity from the
rock art panels.
Good Luck
Teddy Stickney
ARARA Conservation Committee.
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Life's better outside.

Hueco Tanks SP & HS

Open H QW Ms eting

15 Junl2015

Park Review & Recommendations

HUECO TANKS WORKING GROUP

N-

WORKING GROUP CHARGE

. . . will explore the diverse community

perspectives, concerns, opportunities,
operations, and facility development and from

that examination provide guidance
recommendations to TPWD for the future of

Hueco Tanks State Park & Historic Site.

WORKING GROUP DELIVERABLE

... preparation of a report documenting the

process, participants, information; both
received and generated, concerns and

recommendations of the Working Group
regarding the operation and facility

development at Hueco Tanks SP & HS.
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PUBLIC USE PLAN 2000

The principal goal of
this Public Use Plan
is to balance
preservation of the
natural and cultural
resources and the
accommodation of
recreational use.
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Group Composition
Native American Tribes

El Paso Community

Education and Outreach

Recreation

Resources

PARK VISITATION

HUECO TANKS WORKING GROUP

Meetings/Topics (2015)
January - Introduction & Overview

February - Natural & Cultural Resources

March - Park Tour

March - Public Open House

April - Interpretation, Education & Outreach

May - Recreation & Facilities

June - Public Open House

June - Recommendation Summary
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ANNUAL VISITATION 1994 - 2014
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DAY USE: 24,060
OVERNIGHT: 3,839
TOTAL: 27,899

Month r Vis itation by Z IP Cod e Orig in:
FY20 11

VISITATION - FY11
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*Visitor Origins
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PUBLIC USE PLAN 2000

Park Visitation
Day Use by:

Reservation - 60 in advance

First Come. First Served - 10 non-reservable

Concurrent Day Use Capacities
North Mountain => 70 visitors

Guided Zone => 160 visitors

PUBLIC USE PLAN 2000

Park Visitation
Overnight:

Reservation & Drive-Up
20 Campsites @ 6 Visitor capacity each
Not included in Day Use limits
No requirement for Park Hosts in off-season.
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DAY UE: 23,792
OVERNIGHT: 5,250
TOTAL: 29,042
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- Visitor Origins
Sept 2011- Aug 2012

DAY USE: 24,238
OVERNIGHT: 5,774
TOTAL: 30,012

Mo nthlVisitatian byZIP Code Origin:
Y 2013

VISITATION - FY13
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Visitor Origins
Set2012 -Aug 2032

DAY USE: 23,460
OVERNIGHT: 4,779
TOTAL 28,239
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rU LIC USE PrLAN 2000 If

Guided & Unguided Zones
Southern 2/3 rdsOf park - Guided

North Mountain & Campground - Unguided X

Commercial & Volunteer Guide Program
Commercial Guide Services

Guide Certification tra inin g required
Guide Requ reLiability Insurance required

Guide participation in activities allowed

Volunteer Guide Services GUIDED &
Guide Certification training required UNGUIDED ZONEx
Guide participation in activities not allowed

HuecoTanksSP&HS

PUBLIC USE PLAN 2000

Park Facility List
Headquarters
Visitor Center

0
20 Campsites (16 w water & electricity, 4 /l' w water only)PARK FACILITIES
10 Picnic Sites

1 Amphitheater
1 Restroom w/ Showers

2 Comfort Stations w/o Showers
1 Composting Toilet
2 Residences
Maintenance Building& Storae Sheds
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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

GENERAL RECOMMENDATION$

Resource Management
Continue & increase resource monitoring
Develop compre pensive resource
inventories
Evaluate recreational conflicts with
resource conservation
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GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Inte rpretation/Education
Include spiritual aspects/focus

Provide more in-depth literature &
increase locations of availability

Continue and further develop partnerships
with Native Americans

Have more Interpreters on-site

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Outreach
Strengthen & expand ISD and University
partnerships

Expand involvement w/ local community,
e.g., youth groups, local events, military

Increase non-web based communication &
information

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Recreation
Increase visitation limits

Expanded operational hours

Increase North Mountain visitor limit
Accommodations for families & children

Native American counsel in recreational
management
Enhance Guide Training

Target appropriate specialties, e. g. bring, history, etc.

Continuing education

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS

Facilities
Develop Visitor Center

Modernize facilities to meet current
Accessibility Standards

Add/enhance Group facilities

Re-evaluate the use/adaptive use of
abandoned picnic sites



Life's better outside.

Hueco'Tanks SP & HS
Mark Lockwood - Regional Director Chris Beckoom - Park Planner
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Public Participation
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Hueco Tanks State Park & Historic Site
Eat Working Group - Public Meeting

Lie's better outside. Registration Sheet
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Working Group Public Meeting
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Hueco Tanks State Park & Historic Site
Working Group - Public Meeting
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Ule's better outside.

Hueco Tanks State Park & Historic Site
Working Group - Public Meeting
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Hueco Tanks State Park & Historic Site
Working Group - Public Meeting
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Invitation Letter Template for Group Membership

<<Member Name>>
<<Member Organization>>
<<Street Address>>

<<City Address>>

Dear <<Member Name>>,

Texas Parks & Wildlife in partnership with Senator Jose Rodriguez and Representative Mary Gonzalez

has initiated a planning effort to create a recommendation document for Hueco Tanks State Park &
Historic Site. We are inviting the <<Member Organization>> to join us in this effort.

Hueco Tanks SP & HS entered the Texas State park system in 1969 through legislation in recognition of

the need to protect its world-renowned body of Native American pictographs (rock paintings). The site's
purpose is to conserve, restore, and interpret its unique cultural and natural features while providing
opportunities for resource compatible recreational and cultural activities.

The Hueco Tanks Working Group is charged with exploring the diverse community perspectives,

community concerns, opportunities, operation, and facility development at the park. To achieve this
ambitious goal we are reaching out to various community groups, educators, recreationists and Native
Americans to join us in this effort. We are asking organizations to identify a representative to participate
in the Working Group. While full participation is desired, it is understood that members may not be

available for all meetings. The Working Group will hold monthly meetings and conduct three Open
House meetings for the general public to participate with their comments, insight and perspectives. The
project is scheduled to finish in June 2015. Our first meeting is scheduled for 1:30 pm, 27 January 2015
at the TechH20 Center, 10751 Montana Ave. El Paso TX 79935. We anticipate that each meeting may
run up to three hours in length. Our future meeting times and days will be established through

discussion of the Group. We acknowledge that participating in this effort entails a significant
commitment of time and we are certainly aware of the constraints each participant may have on their

time. Our intent is to be respectful of that in scheduling future meetings. I am hopeful that your
organization will participate with us in this project. So that we may make proper arrangements the
meeting I ask for the courtesy of a response regarding the <<Member Organization>>'s participation.
Please contact me if you would like more information or have questions.

Sincerely,

Chris Beckcom
Manager - Planning & Geospatial Resources
TPWD I State Parks
512.389.4661
christopher.beckcom@tpwd.texas.gov
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Press Releases

TPWD Print-Friendly Page: http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us/newsmedia/releases/print.phtml?req=201 50317a

General Media Contact: Business Hours, 512-389-4406

Additional Contacts: Chris Beckcom, State Parks, (512) 389-4661 or chris.beckcom@tpwd.texas.gov Rob
McCorkle, TPWD Media Relations, (830) 866-3533 or robert.mccorkle@tpwd.texas.gov

TPWD Website: http://www.tpwd.state.tx.us

TPWD News Release - March 17, 2015

TPWD to Take Public Comment on Hueco Tanks at
Open House
EL PASO - The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department will host an open house to receive
general public comment pertaining to Hueco Tanks State Parks & State Historic Site on
Monday, March 23.

The public meeting will take place from 7 p.m. to 8:45 p.m. in the Administrative Services
Auditorium at El Paso Community College, 9050 Viscount Blvd. TPWD is seeking public
opinion, insight and perspective considered fundamental to the park's operation and facility
development.

TPWD has assembled a Hueco Tanks Working Group, which is composed of community
groups, educators, recreationists, and Native Americans. It has been exploring diverse
community perspectives, concerns and opportunities related to the park's operation and future
development. Public comments from the meeting will help the Working Group formulate
recommendations for a report to be submitted to TPWD's State Parks Division to guide future
park activities, management and development of additional facilities.

Hueco Tanks entered the Texas State Park system in 1969 with legislative recognition of the
significance of the Native American pictographs (rock paintings) found throughout the park.
The state historic site's purpose is to conserve, restore and interpret its natural and unique
cultural features, while providing opportunities for resource-compatible recreational and
cultural activities.

Because of its world-class assemblage of rock images, some of which are more than 1,000
years old, the park is designated as a State Archeological Landmark and listed on the National
Register of Historic Places.

For more information about the open house, call (512) 389-4661. For general information
about Hueco Tanks, call (915) 857-1135.
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NEWS
June 12, 2015

Media Contacts: Chris Beckcom, State Parks, (512) 389-4661, chris.beckcomktpwd.texas.gov;
Tom Harvey, Rob McCorkle, (512)389-4453, tom.harvey(,tpwd.texas.gov

Hueco Tanks Hosts Second Public Input Open House Monday, June 15

EL PASO - The Texas Parks and Wildlife Department (TPWD) will host an open house to
receive general public comment pertaining to Hueco Tanks State Parks & State Historic Site on
Monday, June 15. This follows a similar, previous public meeting on March 23.

The public meeting will take place from 7-9 p.m. June 15 at the state Education Service Center,
Paso Del Norte Rooms #2 and #3 at 6611 Boeing Drive in El Paso.

TPWD is seeking public opinion, insight and perspective considered fundamental to the park's
operation and facility development.

TPWD has assembled a Hueco Tanks Working Group, which is composed of community groups,
educators, recreationists, and Native Americans. It has been exploring diverse community
perspectives, concerns and opportunities related to the park's operation and future development.
Public comments from the meeting will help the Working Group formulate recommendations for
a report to be submitted to TPWD's State Parks Division to guide future park activities,
management and development of additional facilities.

Hueco Tanks entered the Texas State Park system in 1969 with legislative recognition of the
significance of the Native American pictographs (rock paintings) found throughout the park. The
state historic site's purpose is to conserve, restore and interpret its natural and unique cultural
features, while providing opportunities for resource-compatible recreational and cultural
activities.

Because of its world-class assemblage of rock images, some of which are more than 1,000 years
old, the park is designated as a State Archeological Landmark and listed on the National Register
of Historic Places.

For more information about the open house, call (512) 389-4661. For general information about
Hueco Tanks, call (915) 857-1135.
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Group seeks better access to Hueco Tanks Park

Updated: Monday, June 15, 2015 1 Courtney Schoenemann, CBS4, El Paso, TX

EL PASO, Texas - Hueco Tanks State Park has been operating under the same public use plan
for 15 years.

A group of concerned citizens have spent the last six months coming up with a list of revisions
they would like to see made by Texas Parks and Wildlife

The current plan was drafted in the late '90s. It limited access to the park after the rock imagery
kept being vandalized.

"Climbing groups and Native American groups related with the site, we've been meeting with
them to try and better understand their concerns and perspectives on how we are running Hueco
Tanks State Park," said Chris Beckcom, Texas State Parks spokesperson.

A working group of about 40 people have met each month since January to create a laundry list
of things they'd like to see changed

"There's two whole generations now who have grown up without any knowledge of Hueco
Tanks and here's this site that had 10,000 to 12,000 years of human history," said former lead
ranger Alex Mares.

Mares said the group's main priorities are preservation and education.

"What we're working on as well is getting it nominated and designated as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site," Mares said.

Mares said the Native American and Hispanic communities want to help fulfill the parks
potential without damaging it.

"It would do all kinds of wonderful things not only for the psyche of this community, but
heritage and tourism. There's just a lot that could be done but we just don't see Texas Parks and
Wildlife really fulfilling its mission or really accomplishing so much that can be accomplished if
given the opportunity the community can help them," Mares said.

Parks and Wildlife officials said they'll take the list of recommendations and create an action
plan, but they have no set timeline to implement any changes.
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iWorking Group Membership/Participation

Organization Designation First Name Last Name

Access Fund Representative Curt Shannon

American Alpine Club Representative Samantha Dominguez

American Alpine Club Alternate Ty Foose

Chihuahuan Desert Education Coalition Representative Rick LoBello

Climbers of Hueco Tanks Coalition Representative Ian Cappelle

Climbers of Hueco Tanks Coalition Alternate Susan Petty

Climbers of Hueco Tanks Coalition Alternate Trevor Turmelle

Clint ISD Representative Juan I. Martinez

Comanche Nation Representative Jimmy Arterberry

District 29 Heritage Tourism Advisory Committee Representative Alex Mares

El Paso County Representative Jorge Morales

El Paso County Alternate Louie Rodriguez

El Paso County Historical Commission Representative Bernie Sargent

El Paso County Historical Commission Alternate Rod Linkous

El Paso ISD Representative Cynthia Ontiveros

Fabens ISD Representative Sam Hogue

Ft. Bliss Environment Division Representative Belinda Mollard

Ft. Bliss Environment Division Alternate Stephen Sanchez

Ft. Bliss Outdoor Recreation Representative Albert Alvarez

Jornado Research Institute Representative Ward Beers

Kalpulli Tlalteca Representative Bea Villegas

Kalpulli Tlalteca Alternate Carlos Aceves

Kiowa Ethnographic Endeavor for Preservation Representative Dewey Tsonetokoy, Sr.

Manso Nation Representative Cruz Camargo

Mescalero Apache Tribe Representative Arden Comanche

Mescalero Apache Tribe Representative Ingrid Gardner

National Park Service Representative F. Gus Sanchez

Office of Congressman Beto O'Rourke Alternate Davin Combs

Office of Congressman Beto O'Rourke Representative Ivan Mejorado

Office of Representative Mary Gonzalez Representative Arlina Palacios

Office of Senator Jose Rodriguez Alternate Amy Hernandez

Office of Senator Jose Rodriguez Jose Rodriguez

Office of Senator Jose Rodriguez Representative Oscar Silva

Socorro ISD Representative Lilian Mares

Serna Ranch Youth Leadership Program Representative Cesar Serna

Serna Ranch Youth Leadership Program Alternate Rudy Avila

Southwest Expeditions Representative David Crider

Texas Historical Commission Representative David Camarena

Texas Historical Commission Alternate Skip Clark

Texas Parks & Wildlife Department SME Brent Leisure

Texas Parks & Wildlife Department SME Cesar Mendez
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Organization Designation First Name Last Name

Texas Parks & Wildlife Department Representative Chris Beckcom

Texas Parks & Wildlife Department SME Dana Younger

Texas Parks & Wildlife Department SME David Buggs

Texas Parks & Wildlife Department SME Fernie Rincon

Texas Parks & Wildlife Department SME Marian Edwards

Texas Parks & Wildlife Department Representative Mark Lockwood

Texas Parks & Wildlife Department SME Megan McCollum

Texas Parks & Wildlife Department SME Nathanael Gold

Texas Parks & Wildlife Department SME Nicolas Havlik

Texas Parks & Wildlife Department SME Sarah Lisle

Texas Parks & Wildlife Department SME Ted Pick

Texas Parks & Wildlife Department SME Thomas Bingham

Texas Parks & Wildlife Department SME Tim Roberts

Texas Parks & Wildlife Department Representative Wanda Olszewski

Unaffiliated Ben Brown

Unaffiliated Elia Perez

Unaffiliated Eugene Trojillo
Unaffiliated Fabian Guevara

Unaffiliated Ima Camaelo

Unaffiliated Jesus B. Ochoa

Unaffiliated Luis Rodriguez

Unaffiliated Mary Kay Shannon

Unaffiliated Pete Duarte

University of Texas-El Paso SME Liz Walsh

Visit El Paso Representative Veronica Castro

Volunteers of El Paso Museum of Archeology Representative Marilyn Guida

Wagon Wheel Co-Opt Alternate Adam Strong

Wagon Wheel Co-Opt Alternate Andy Klier

Wagon Wheel Co-Opt Representative Melissa Strong

Ysleta del Sur Pueblo Alternate Adam Nevarec

Ysleta del Sur Pueblo Alternate Bernie Gonzales

Ysleta del Sur Pueblo Alternate Christopher Gomez

Ysleta del Sur Pueblo Representative Javier Loera

Ysleta del Sur Pueblo Alternate Nancy Torres

Ysleta del Sur Pueblo Alternate Rafael Gomez, Jr.

Ysleta del Sur Pueblo Alternate Rene Lopez

Ysleta del Sur Pueblo Alternate Rudy Cruz

Ysleta ISD Representative George Padilla

SME: Subject Matter Expert
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Comments Received to Draft Working Group Report

To: Christopher Beckcom and Mark Lockwood, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department

From: Marilyn Guida, Hueco Tanks PUP Working Group Member

Re: Comments to the Draft Hueco Tanks SP&HS Working Group Report and Recommendations

Date: August 4, 2015

Dear Mr. Beckcom and Mr. Lockwood,

Thank you so much for all your efforts on behalf of Hueco Tanks State Park throughout this process since
November 2014. You listened patiently and responded appropriately. Some beneficial changes have
been made and you have mentioned others that are in process. Implementation of all the
recommendations that have come out of this process will take quite a long time to complete. I think the
affiliated Native American Tribes, the various interest groups and interested individuals want to
continue to be involved throughout the implementation process in order to see their vision for Hueco
Tanks become reality. I hope continued involvement of these groups and individuals will be provided by
TPWD. I hope you were impressed, as I have been, with the depth of passion and commitment that
those involved in this Public Use Plan update process have expressed. I offer the following comments on
the draft report and recommendations you sent us in a spirit of hope and a desire for protection of the
cultural and natural resources at Hueco Tanks.

Overall comment:

The recommendations would benefit from more specificity. How will someone who may be involved in
carrying out these recommendations in the future, who was not involved in the process, understand the
depth and breadth of these recommendations without more specificity?

Resource Management

" First bullet point: Continue & increase resource monitoring
o Does this refer to natural only or natural and cultural resources? Some examples of

cultural monitoring should be specified if they are included in this point.
o Add: date to achieve goal and identify source offunds for each step in the process -

mentioned by Chris Gomez in the June 16 working group meeting
" Monitoring of vegetation and faunal communities

o Add: monitoring "at bouldering locations and on technical climbing routes" as well as
other specific situations where the monitoring is needed

" Second bullet point: comprehensive resource inventories - build on previous studies/surveys
o Add: make use of d-stretch and other new technologies;
o Add: re-survey every five to ten years because wind, water and foot traffic will expose

archaeological deposits - this point was made by archaeologist Elia Perez at May 21,
2015 meeting

o FYI: software from previous surveys go out of date as they age, media deteriorate,
continual updating is necessary so that the data base does become out of date and the
data unrecoverable over time. The current pictograph data base is now 15 to 16 years
old and seriously overdue to be updated.

" Fourth bullet point: Long term funding
o Costs of recommendations in this plan must be quantified - mentioned by Chris Gomez in

the June 16 working group meeting
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" Fifth bullet point: treatment of graffiti
o Add climbing chalk - reason: climbing chalk next to and near the cultural resources is

defacement - mentioned at February and June meetings.
o June 23, 2015 emailfrom Wanda Olszewski to me reported that nine rock imagery sites

have already been closed to climbing due to chalk (not including Warm Up Boulder)
o Climbers have stated that they try to wash chalk off rocks. Wanda stated that the Park

approves this.
o Certain closed to climbing sites have been closed for several decades but the

bouldering/climbing chalk is still present. - reported by Alex Mares and visible to the
working group on their March 23 visit to Hueco Tanks

o Claire Dean's conservation reports state that a conservator should oversee and
implement efforts to remove chalk otherwise the resource is likely to be damaged.

o Thus there is a conflict between recommendations and practice that should be
resolved.

" Sixth bullet point: ethnographic study
o Add: a forecast calendar date to achieve each step in the process of implementing the

new ethnographic study
o Add: involve reviewers to evaluate proposals submitted as well as reviewing the draft

report by the selected consultant - mentioned by two working group tables at June 16
meeting

" Seventh bullet point: recreational conflicts
o Add: to "document or inventory" locations used for recreation (as well as reassess them)
o Add: there should not be increased visitation numbers, not at North Mountain and not in

the guided area - this was mentioned by several working group tables on different dates
(see additional comments in the Recreation section)

" Eighth bullet point: Erosion control
o Add: regular monitoring of archaeological deposits to determine if erosion impacts are

occurring to these deposits

Items discussed in meetings and letters which were left off this list:

" Spiritual integrity must be maintained - mentioned by Dewey Tsonetokoy, Sr. and Carlos Aceves
at June working group meeting

" Allow access to members of the affiliated tribes for their spiritual and ceremonial visits
outside of regular public hours - mentioned in public and working group meetings

" Resolve conflict between Hueco Tanks as a site for protection of cultural and natural resources
and Hueco Tanks as a site for active and pervasive (meaning throughout the site) recreational
use - the site can't be successfully managed until this conflict is resolved.

" Engage conservation services to provide overall guidance and specific recommendations in
cultural resource management decisions such as photographic inventory, monitoring, graffiti
removal, study of removal of chalk stains near cultural resources, etc. - mentioned at several
meetings

" Closed to Climbing Locations: At the June 16 working group meeting and in other meetings,
boulderers/climbers stated that areas closed to climbing ought to be reopened eventually.
TPWD should make sure it is understood by boulderers/climbers and the public that areas
closed to bouldering/climbing due to conflicts with pictographs, petroglyphs and other cultural
resources will remain closed forever, otherwise the impacts would be repeated. June 23, 2015,
in an emailfrom Wanda Olszewski to me, she stated that in 2008 and 2012 vandalism occurred
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in the form of removal of closure signs at Mushroom Boulder and Artist's Opposition. Given the
comments by climbers about reopening closed to climbing sites,"I interpret this to mean that it is
likely climbers removed these signs. This should indicate the seriousness of this issue and the
challenge to management to address it.

" Form a stewardship group - mentioned by Marilyn Guida or community coalition - mentioned
by Ingrid Gardner - representing different interest groups to meet with TPWD staff quarterly to
provide active and ongoing input and review of the management of all aspects of Hueco Tanks.

" Form a fund-raising group dedicated to Hueco Tanks
* Hire a full time law enforcement officer as soon as possible, must have more law enforcement

before next peak visitation season - mentioned by two tables at June meeting
" Funding should go first to the implementation of cultural and natural resources management -

mentioned at June meeting
" Define acceptable levels of impact to natural and cultural resources - mentioned at June

meeting. If you must balance resource protection and recreation it should be clear to the public
what the impacts are and what the benefits are.

" Unresolved issue of climbing bolts raised at March 23, 2015 working group field trip to Hueco
Tanks. Climber wanted to replace rusted bolts with stainless steel bolts and non-climber wanted
to have an application and vetting process for replacing or adding more bolts because this
applies to climbing routes. Dewey Tsonetokoy, Sr. objected to using the area for recreation; it is
sacred to his people.

Interpretation

" First Bullet Point: Programs/Special Events
o Attendance at the Interpretive Fair has been declining over the years - volunteer

testimony at the June 15 public meeting
o Oversight is needed to ensure that public programming improves, attendance increases,

and good relationships are restored with the groups who have been involved in the past
- public testimony from Mr. Serna of Serna Youth Leadership Program at the June 15
public meeting

" Second Bullet Point: Tour Offerings
o Certified Interpretive Guide Training for all TPWD staff

" Volunteer and staff interpretive training should be done by TPWD senior
interpretive staff due to the unique spiritual and cultural nature of this site.
Operations and maintenance staff in particular _may have no background or
education in this area and really need help understanding it themselves and
communicating to others.

" Interpretive topics should correlate with the TEKS - mentioned by Lilian Mares in
June public meeting and in my letter of June 14, 2015 to Mr. Beckcom and Mr.
Lockwood

" Provide more volunteer options beyond providing tours especially in the area of
interpretation, education and outreach - mentioned in my letter of June 14,
2015 to Mr. Beckcom and Mr. Lockwood.

" Third Bullet Point: Sense of place
o Emphasize spiritual and ecological aspects in education and outreach - the spiritual

aspects were mentioned at every meeting
o Include the voices and stories of indigenous people - see written comments by Gerri Elise

McCulloh at the June 15 public meeting
" Fourth Bullet Point: In-depth literature
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o Pamphlets and other media are needed to focus on interpreting the natural and cultural
experience as an educational toolfor reducing site damage by visitors - mentioned by
working group table at June 16 meeting.

Items discussed in meetings and letters which were left off this list:

* Within either the Interpretation or Education topic there ought to be a training topic to include
o Certified Interpretive Guide Training for staff (already on list)
o Continuing education for guides (already on list)
o Specialized training (already on list)
o Recruiting for guides (already on list)
o Examine how volunteer guides are selected - mentioned in June meeting
o Examine if current dates and number of training sessions are adequate - mentioned in

working groups and letters
o Encourage more local people to become guides through publicity and outreach -

mentioned at public and working group meetings
o Allow tour guides to communicate with group leaders requesting tours in order to

provide better service - this was mentioned by volunteer Bob White in his public
testimony of June 15

o Allow tour guides to discuss touring issues among themselves and with Park staff - this
was mentioned by volunteer Bob White in his public testimony of June 15

Education/Outreach

" Third Bullet Point: ISD and University partnerships -
o Establish formal partnerships with ISD's - mentioned at June meeting and earlier

meetings by educators
o Make accommodations for large school groups (entire grade level can be 200 to 250

people) with attendance not counted against visitation limits, allow access during peak
recreation season - recommended in June meeting by one working group table with
educators

o Add facilities to accommodate large school groups which will provide activity stations,
snack/lunch shaded area, etc - recommended in June meeting by one working group
table of educators

o Borrow canopies, tables and chairs from FMSP to accommodate large school groups
until Hueco Tanks can purchase or build it's own facility

" Fourth Bullet point: Involvement with local community
o Expand internship opportunities for minority/Native American/Hispanic individuals -

mentioned in June meeting.
o Links to affiliated tribes should be on the Hueco Tanks Park website - mentioned in the

March 23, 2015 public meeting
o Create a "career in parks" initiative to reach youth of diverse ethnicities from school to

college age, in public, private and home schools - mentioned in my letter of June 14.
o Publicize TPWD Co-Op Grants (Community Outdoor Outreach Program) - mentioned in

my letter of June 14.
* Fifth Bullet point: Publicizing the Park

o FYI - El Paso Visitor's Bureau has been renamed "Destination El Paso"
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o Specify what the marketing change should be, it was recommended to emphasize the
cultural and spiritual aspects by several speakers at almost every working group meeting

o Superintendent should make contact with local government agencies to increase
collaboration and publicity for Hueco Tanks

o Implement a special publicity plan for local/regional residents and visitors to inform
about all aspects of the reservation system - admission, tours, camping, and volunteer
training - mentioned in my letter of June 14.

Recreation

* Bullet point two:
o Increase visitation limits

" It is necessary to ensure that increased visitation, which may be heavily
weighted toward certain recreational users, does not result in serious impacts to
natural and cultural resources.

" If TPWD goes ahead with an increase in visitation they must do careful studies to
develop appropriate conditions, circumstances, and limitations to accompany
the increase as well as circumstances which may lead to the increased visitation
being withdrawn.

o Increase North Mountain visitor limit
" Specify circumstances where this is warranted backed up by careful studies
" Staff and other resources need to be available to manage the increase
" Establish specific justification for this increase

" Backed up by careful studies
" Conditions needed before any increase such as

o a continuous monitoring program is underway and
o a law enforcement officer is on duty and
o other conditions as determined by studies and analysis

* Establish the specific purposes for an increase in visitation such as for
* Scheduled school district education groups
* Native American spiritual visitation
* Special natural and cultural resource studies
* Special park-wide events such as Interpretation Weekend and the like.

o Expanded hours
" Specify time of year or reasons that would justify expanded hours such as a

special event
" Expanded hours have financial impacts such as staffing, utilities, and the like,

availability offunds for this should be weighted against other pressing needs
o Differentiate technical climbing groups from constraints

" Need to have staff and other resources available to manage these groups
" Need specific justification for this exemption, this gives the appearance that a

specific segment of visitors is a preferred user group.
o Differentiate large sponsored groups

" Need to have staff and other resources available to manage these groups
" Need specific justification for this exemption, this gives the appearance that a

specific segment of visitors is a preferred user group.
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Items discussed in meetings and letters which were left off this list:

* Document locations of bouldering problems/climbing routes so they can be monitored - this
was mentioned in working group meetings

* Publicize widely the closed to climbing areas and rules on technical climbing - this was
mentioned in working group meetings - this is especially important if hours and visitation are
going to expand. It should not be left to the boulderers and climbers to publicize closed to
bouldering and climbing sites as has been done in the past. This is the responsibility of TPWD.

* Initiate an MOA with the Access Fund to limit chalk use to within 50 feet (or more) of
pictographs, petroglyphs, and archaeological deposits - this was mentioned in working group
meetings.

* Establish a moratorium on bouldering and climbing until scientific studies are done and
monitoring is initiated - this was called for by several people at the public and working group
meetings

* Reserve a number of visitor spaces for local visitors, especially during peak bouldering/climbing
recreation season - this was mentioned in working group meetings

* Heavily publicize locally the availability of spaces and the advance reservation system - this was
mentioned in public and working group meetings

* Has the Dr. Topo Bouldering Guide with the offensive names been removed from public
distribution? - was mentioned in the March 23, 2015 public meeting

* Commercial guide visitation - the attendance number and percent of total visitation generated
from the commercial guide program should be made public. I requested this at the May meeting
but it has not been provided to the working group. If this data is not being recorded, it should
be.

Facilities

" Visitor Center
o Should be designed specifically for Hueco Tanks and the unique nature of this place
o Affiliated Native American tribes and schools/teachers should have input on special

needs and design aspects - see written comments of Gerri Elise McCulloh in the June 15
public meeting notes

" Trail System
o Boulderers/climbers should not be allowed to establish their own trails to access

bouldering problems and climbing routes.
o Establishment of new bouldering/climbing routes should be supervised by park staff so

that those locations can be documented and monitored.
o Resource surveys and monitoring should be a routine part of this process before new

bouldering problems and climbing routes are put into use.
o The official trail system should be completed and signs should clearly indicate when an

incidental use trail is closed. Law enforcement is needed to make this effective.

Items discussed in meetings and letters which were left off this list:

* Ranch House Interpretive Center
o Should be established after Visitor Center is complete
o Develop period correct building, interior and exhibits - mentioned in working group

meetings
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" Amphitheater
o Fix/ provide electrical service
o Enlarge and upgrade amphitheater to accommodate schools and other groups -

mentioned in May 21 June 15 meetings
" Partner with FMSP to borrow tents, tables, & chairs for school and other large group activities -

mentioned at June meeting
" Consequences of increased visitation: If you raise visitation you will need more parking for

personal cars and buses of various sizes. This will mean clearing land and potential impacts to
natural and cultural resources. Possibly this will generate need for off-site parking and a shuttle
to get people to the park.

" Well water: water levels in the Hueco Bolson (source of well water) are falling and brackish
water is rising. Contact El Paso Water Utilities to evaluate long term water availability for park -
mentioned at May 21, 2015 meeting.

" Camp fire option should be available for groups in special locations to avoid ground
contamination and fire hazard - mentioned at May 21, 2015 meeting.

Other Important Issues:

* The name of site - is the term "park" appropriate with the recreational connotation it conveys?
It is an historic and prehistoric site. Some people include prehistory with history. The name of
the site should reflect the reason it was taken into the State of Texas system. I believe it was to
protect the cultural and natural resources from recreational and casual uses which resulted in
significant damage over time. Thus the name ought to reflect the primary importance of the
cultural and natural resources. I and others don't believe the term "park" sends the correct
message to visitors. Please consider re-naming the facility. This was addressed at the public and
working group meetings.

* New Superintendent - Provide an opportunity for representatives of affiliated tribes and
interest groups to be part of the interview process of selecting a new Superintendent.

* TPWD staff dialogue with City and County of El Paso elected representatives is needed to
encourage collaboration and publicity for Hueco Tanks.

* What is the status of the application that TPWD was going to make for National Historic
Landmark status, which is needed for the nomination to World Heritage Site?

* Listening Sessions: Senator Jose Rodriguez and Representative Mary Gonzalez held a listening
session for the public about Hueco Tanks on July 24, 2014, and perhaps on other dates. These
were not included in the "Project History." I think these meetings should be included in the
project history and, if there are any audio or video tapes of these meetings, I think they should
be made part of the Final Working Group report by link or some reference to how they can be
accessed.

* Records of Public Testimony: I'm really disappointed by the inadequate and inaccurate notes
that were taken on what the public speakers said at the public meetings. TPWD should have
recorded the testimony, professionally transcribed it, and have staff obtain the correct spelling
of the name of each- person who gave oral testimony. There was a number of TPWD staff in the
room at both meetings who could have been assigned to these tasks.

o The name recorded in the notes in the report as Tochina Apiztzo is Xoxi Nayapiltzin. I am
acquainted with this man. He signed page six of the public meeting attendance form for
June 15, 2015. You can contact him for verification.

o The name recorded in the notes of the report as Dr. Lisa Graced, Washoe Tribe is
incorrect. Her name is Dr. Lisa Grayshield. She signed the meeting attendance form for
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June 15, 2015 on page 2. You can contact her for verification. She teaches at NMSU Las
Cruces.

o The name recorded in the notes of the report as Rudy Avilas is mis-spelled. It should be
Avila (no s on the end). He signed the meeting attendance form for June 15, 2015 on
page 3.

o The name recorded in the notes of the report as Jerry Elise McCulloh is mis-spelled. It
should be Geri (female) not Jerry. She signed the meeting attendance form for June 15,
2015 on page 5. Also her written comments are on page 123 of the report with her
name spelled correctly.

o The name recorded in the notes of the report as Joe Barassa is mis-spelled. It should be
Barraza. He signed the meeting attendance form for June 15, 2015 on page 1.

" Records of Attendance: In the May 21, 2015 working group meeting notes, I asked a question
about the attendance for each different type of tour. Your notes say that Wanda Olszewski said
that the park does have that data. In my notes, I recorded that Wanda said that they don't track
number of tours because a tour may have a very small number of people on it. The control
factor is how many people, not how many tours. So they don't track the number of tours or the
number of people per tour. You could check with Wanda for confirmation. The way I
understood it, because the park is only interested in maintaining the limits on total attendance,
additional details are not kept. So it is not possible to find out how many commercial tours are
given per day, week, month, or year. Thus it is not possible to find out how many people are on
each commercial tour or how many total people are on all commercial tours in the same time
periods. Another person in the group who was a commercial tour guide said that the average
was five people per tour for recreation tours and nine to ten people per tour for bouldering
tours. Without the objective collection of commercial tour data no one can evaluate the
commercial tour guide system.

" What was the outcome of the investigation into loud noises heard at Hueco? Mark Lockwood
said he would look into that. No information was provided to the working group.

From: Ty Foose <tyfoose@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, August 05, 2015 6:33 PM
To: Christopher Beckcom
Subject: Document of Recommendations review

Hello Christopher,

After reviewing the draft recommendations document, I do have a few additional recommendations
that were mentioned or discussed at one point or another but did not make it into the draft.

1) A complete ethnographic study should be conducted specifically directed towards studying the
historical, cultural, and spiritual connection of rock climbers and boulderers to HTSPHS.

2) Considering the historic and potentially spiritual significance of climbing problems and areas as well as
that of native cultural resources, as new sites are analyzed using DStretch technology, compatibility and
preservation policy should be as such:

* All sites with rock art that is visible to the naked eye (without DStretch assistance) should be
permanently closed to climbing within a minimum of 10 feet.
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" At any and all sites where rock art is found that is found that is only visible through digital
enhancement and not with the naked eye, and boulder problems or rock climbing routes
have ALREADY been established, the rock art should be thoroughly documented but the
climbing not closed. The Climbers of Hueco Tanks Coalition or veteran climbing guides can
be consulted to whether or not established climbs exist in any particular area (there are at
least 500 problems in existence, and perhaps as many as 1,000, that are not included in any
printed guide to climbing at Hueco).

* At any and all sites where rock art is found that is found that is only visible through digital
enhancement and not with the naked eye, and boulder problems or rock climbing routes
have NOT already been established, the site should be closed to any future climbing
development.

3) If the policy remains to close climbing in order to reduce impact at sites where graffiti and/or etchings
of historical significance are found (such as "Chris' Arete"/"Santiago Cooph" on North Mountain), then
the policy should be consistently applied to all impactful visitor activities and also close areas to hiking
where visitors are likely to walk on top of historic graffiti and/or etchings, such as the rock area directly
beneath the roof of Comanche Cave which is severely worn and polished from foot traffic.

4) Parking lines should be painted in the Campground Overflow Parking lot as soon as possible, and/or
significantly increase the size of the parking area available to guided tours that begin their tours at that
trailhead.

5) Orientation videos and materials specific to the activities of rock climbing and bouldering should be
created that feature well known professional climbers. This will increase interest, understanding, and
compliance.

I also want to once again thank you for your efforts and professionalism in your difficult task of
managing interests of diverse stakeholder groups that can be, at times, both conflicting and passionate.
Please let me know if there is anything else of which I may be of assistance.

Ty Foose

August 6, 2015

Mr. Chris Beckcom
PGR Manager I Park Planner
Texas State Parks - Planning & Geospatial Resources

Dear Mr. Beckcom,

It was a pleasure participating in the TPWD working group meetings for Hueco Tanks State Park.
Thank you for inviting the Access Fund to participate in this important process. Below are a few
comments/suggestions on the draft working group report that we believe will enhance the overall
quality and clarity of the final report. As requested, we have limited the nature of our comments to
specific items and topics that were actually addressed in the group's meetings.

p. 5 - Evaluation of recreational conflicts with resource conservation: We believe in preservation of all
culturally significant resources at Hueco Tanks, but feel strongly that any future closures to climbing or
bouldering should be based on actual evidence of harm or the potential for actual harm to identified
cultural resources. We do not believe that a wholesale closure of all areas where there could possibly be
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cultural resources is proper-the existence of these resources should be first confirmed before any
closures are contemplated.

p. 6-7 - Recreation: We support expanding the Park's operational hours particularly in the summer
when daylight and cooler temperatures in the evening hours make Park access particularly
attractive. We also support, under proper rules and supervision, exempting large sponsored groups
from the current North Mountain capacity limit.

p. 34 - Chalk: It is improper to equate climbing chalk, an inert mineral compound, with graffiti or
paint. Chalk is not damaging to rock and can easily be removed with water if there is a desire to do
So.

p. 66-67 - Recreation on Public Lands: Please include the Access Fund presentation in the final
working group report in the same way other presentations were.

p. 82 - Chalk: While we have no objection to the study of chalk stain removal and the effects of chalk
on the rock formations at Hueco Tanks, this is a topic that has been addressed in many other
climbing areas, the results are well known, and time put into this investigation could perhaps be
better spent on other topics.

p. 83 - North Mountain guiding: We believe that technical rock climbing guiding should be allowed
on North Mountain and that these guided groups should be exempt from the current North
Mountain headcount limit.

p. 98-99 - please see my email comments

p. 104 - Typo: "Hose" should be "House"

p. 122 - Comments: My comments were highly redacted here: The point I was making is that even
very sacred Native American places can be used for respectful recreation, both by tribal members
and non-tribal members. Our experience is usually collaborative with Native American tribes
(examples being Oak Flat, Devil's Tower and Navajo climbing) and that interests of climbers and
tribal interests do not have to be diametrically opposed. We should be working collaboratively to
protect and enjoy Hueco Tanks and not fighting among ourselves.

Please let me now if you have any questions about these comments. Thank you.

Best regards,

Curt Shannon
Policy Analyst I Access Fund

Ian Cappelle

[Hueco Tanks Working Group Recommendations

The following recommendations are a distillation of the concentrated work of the Working Group and
comments shared via public input.
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* Resource Management
o Continue & increase resource monitoring

* Establish long-term monitoring of vegetation communities
" Continue and potentially increase monitoring of faunal communities
- Continue monitoring or plant species of conservation concern, particularly

Colubrina strict
o Develop comprehensive resource inventories

0 Build on previous studies/surveys
o Develop and implement a formal cultural resource monitoring plan for Hueco Tanks
o Identify/establish long term funding stream for resource management activities and

studies
o Continue treatment of graffiti
o Pursue a new ethnographic study of Native American communities that are culturally

affiliated or potentially affiliated with Hueco Tanks
o Evaluate recreational conflicts with resource conservation

" Reassess locations utilized for recreation
icap: To me, both bullets "examine established rock climbing/bouldering routes
at HTfor cultural resource conflicts" and "develop and implement formal review
process for all new climbing/bouldering areas at HT" are a subset of this bullet
"reassess location utilized for recreation

- Establish guidelines & standards for resource-recreation compatibility
* Examine established rock climbing/bouldering routes at Hueco Tanks for

cultural resource conflicts
- Develop and implement formal review process for all new climbing/bouldering

areas at Hueco Tanks
o Continue erosion control efforts and coordinate with neighboring landowners on work

in drainages that are shared
o Establish and publish schedules for implementation of efforts to create accountability

* Interpretation
o Continue & expand Programs/Special Events

- Programs that connect to diverse ethnic groups
- Events partnering with climbers to actively involve youth

o Expand Guided Tour offerings
- Adopt daily/monthly interpretive/programmatic themes
- Expand offerings on Interpretive/Educational Tours
- Implement tours that focus on cultural importance of the site.
- Provide/require continuing education for guides
" Certified Interpretive Guide training for all TPWD staff at park
" Provide/require specialized guide training in natural resources, rock imagery,

birding, history, etc.

0

0

0

0

icap: I don't think we need more bureaucracy "requiring" specialized training. If
it can be provided, great.

* Recruit teachers as guides
Include sense of place aspect/focus
Provide more in-depth literature & increase locations of availability
Continue and further develop partnerships with Native Americans
Have more Interpreters on-site

* Education/Outreach
o Continue guided tours
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o Provide information addressing cultural significance of the park
o Strengthen & expand ISD and University partnerships
o Expand involvement w/ local community, e.g., youth groups, local events, military

" Community service opportunities(to include ISD students)
o Expand/improve publicizing of the park

" Increase non-web based communication & information
* Work with the El Paso Visitors Bureau to expand and redirect the marketing

* Recreation
o Maintain visitation at current PUP 2000 levels. (Conflicting recommendations presented

through the Working Group and public comment)
o Increase visitation limits. (Conflicting recommendations presented through the Working

Group and public comment)
icap: combine into single bullet "No consensus regarding visitation limits was
met amongst working group and public comments" then list the two main
recommendations as sub-bullets along with any of their respective sub-bullets

" Expanded operational hours
" Increase North Mountain visitor limit
" Accommodations for families & children
" Differentiate technical climbing groups from North Mountain capacity

constraints
" Differentiate Large Sponsored Groups from North Mountain capacity constraints

o Native American counsel in recreational management
icap: I think there should be another bullet including counselfrom LCO (local
climbing organization) in recreational management along with resource
management

o Provide short duration camps (Summer Camps) with focus on specific themes/topics

* Facilities
o Develop Visitor Center
o New interpretive exhibits developed in collaboration with Native Americans
o Modernize facilities to meet current Accessibility Standards
o Add/enhance Group facilities
o Re-evaluate the use/adaptive use of abandoned picnic sites
o Trail System

0 Finish "official" trail construction
- Trail tread
" Erosion projects
N Abandoned/social trail remediation
- Better trail signage

o Expand park acreage
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Hueco Tanks Working Group Report Draft-Comments-Elia Perez, August 2015

General Comments: Overall, stated what we discussed. The specific issues/concerns were detailed in
the Public Comment emails, responses, etc. Those were not necessarily listed within the working group
meetings.
Keep the tenses consistent. Preferably past tense since most of this is already passed. There were some
typos in the Public Comment transcriptions but I am sure your editors will catch those as well.
Page 2: 22 December 2014, Keep in past tense since it has already passed.

19 February 2015: same as above
23 March 2015: same as above
16 June 2015: same as above

Page 5: Resource Management: "Continue monitoring or? Should it be "of"?
Page 6: Expand Guided Tour offerings: Remove the "." Since none of the other bullets have it.

Education/Outreach: insert a space .... opportunities (to....
Recreation: .... PUP 2000... PUP2000 like previous listing or change the previous listing to this.

Page 31: last paragraph, first sentence: past tense, keep it consistent
Page 34: Rudy C.: ... ruining.... Not running.
Page 52: Ingrid Gardner..... setting like all previous meetings.... Or just remove "the"

Ingrid Garner-Mescalero Apache: ... hasn't been fully studied.
Page 65: First sentence: ... courtesy....
Page 80: again, past tense for consistency since all of this has passed.
Page 82: Resource Management: .... recreational use (including closed areas......
Page 83: .... for minority/Native American/Hispanic

Regularly scheduled....
Page 144: am sure it was reviewed before it went out but 3rd paragraph, second sentence: .... and
Native Americans to join ...... not a possessive.
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Office of Senator Jose R. Rodriguez

, V,

MEMORANDUM

TO: TPWD, Chris Beckcom, Mark Lockwood

FROM: The Office of Senator Jose Rodriguez via Oscar Silva

CC:
Date: 8/26/15
Re: Additional Edits/Recommendations to Hueco Tanks Working Group Recommendations Draft 1

Resource Management
- Continue both natural and cultural resource monitoring. What are the cultural resources being

considered?

- Monitor vegetation and faunal communities throughout the park with special attention to
climbing and bouldering routes.

- Reassess and report on locations utilized for all types of recreation.

- Once rock climbing/bouldering routes at Hueco Tanks are examined for cultural resource
conflicts, address the conflicts and protect the resources.

- Include Native American's expertise in identifying cultural resource conflicts.

- Include the use of D-stretch and other technologies along with a funding and financial
acquisition plan.

- Along with graffiti treatment, treat and remove chalk that has defaced any cultural resources.

- Replace rusted bolts with stainless steel bolts.

- Create an application process for adding any additional bolts to climbing routes.

- Survey areas every 10 years (5 years would be ideal and more in-line with common practice).

- Draft a budget and identify the sources of funding for this aspect of resource management.

Interpretation
- Recruit Native Americans as guides in efforts to expand Guided Tour offerings.

- Include Native Americans in training of staff and volunteers in the matter of interpretation.

- Recruit Native Americans to provide interpretation tours for visitors.

- Employ literature and media to educate visitors on the interpretation of the natural and cultural
resources with the purpose of helping to increase visitor's awareness and understanding of the
importance of stewardship when visiting the site.
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Education/ Outreach
- Hire a park promoter to engage the regional community.

- Counsel with interest groups, with an emphasis on Native Americans, to schedule volunteer
guide training sessions that are accessible for them.

- Publicize the opportunity to be a volunteer at Hueco Tanks through schools and regional
organizations.

- Facilitate communication between volunteer guides and group leaders requesting tours to
increase quality of experience.

- Establish formal partnerships with colleges, universities, and ISD's willing to participate.

- Provide an eating and congregation area for kids and visiting groups (particularly to serve North
Mountain tours).

- Publish and link affiliated tribes on TPWD Hueco Tanks SP&HS website.

- Publish internship opportunities to the community of El Paso, the region and affiliated tribes.

- Establish a formal partnership and collaboration with Destination El Paso (formerly El Paso
Visitor's Bureau).

- Draft and implement a plan to inform the local and regional community about the reservation
system for admission to the site, tours, camping, and any other activities.

Recreation
- Increase visitation capacities for groups of users that do not have a history of damaging natural

and cultural resources.

- If visitation capacity for North Mountain is increased, prepare additional staff and resources
necessary to manage the increase.

- If hours are expanded, implement a plan to communicate the changes to the regional
community.

- Create a paper trail and document problems at recreational sites to be monitored with an
increased regularity.

- Communicate a strong zero tolerance enforcement policy for recreational groups or individuals
who violate proper preservation rules and/or trespass sites closed to specific activities.

- Work with the Access Fund to include Hueco Tanks in their list of sites where chalk use is
prohibited within at least 50 feet of pictographs, petroglyphs, and archaeological deposits.

- Reserve a number of visitor spaces strictly for local visitors, especially during peak bouldering
and climbing season.

- Follow state protocols for any materials that are made available on the site, and if there are no
specific rules, establish an approval and vetting process (Dr. Topo Bouldering Guide example).

Facilities
- Establish procurement of closed trails through the means of law enforcement and/or TPWD

staff.

- Allow groups to use camp fires in designated and cleared locations.

General Recommendations
- Begin process of planning for a visitors center.

- Be more specific with projects. In addition to timelines, include technology and procedures to be
used, budget, and managing or overseeing entity.

- Develop and foster Friends of Hueco Tanks Group.
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- Increased access for Native Americans who are members of the affiliated tribes to more freely
carry on their spiritual and ceremonial visits.

- Form an Advisory Board or stewardship group that includes Native Americans, Climbers, and
relevant interest groups that meets quarterly to provide managerial and project input for
operations at Hueco Tanks.

Questions
- What is the commercial guide visitation attendance?
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Life's better outside.*

TPWD receives funds from the USFWS. TPWD prohibits discrimination on the basis
of race, color, religion, national origin, disability, age, and gender, pursuant to state
and federal law. To request an accommodation or obtain information in an
alternative format, please contact TPWD on a Text Telephone (TDD) at (512) 389-
8915 or by Relay Texas at 7-1-1 or (800) 735-2989. If you believe you have been
discriminated against by TPWD, please contact TPWD or the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Office for Diversity and Workforce Management, 5275 Leesburg Pike, Falls
Church, VA 22041.

In accordance with Texas State Depository Law, this publication is available at the
Texas State Publications Clearinghouse and/or Texas Depository Libraries.
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